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BOND BID ACCEPTED—The Calloway Fiscal Court voted unanimously this morning to accept a bid from Hilliard-Lyees
Brokers of Paducah for bonds on the new county elementary schools. Left to right, Squires Lennis Hale, Wayne Flora and
K.E.
McCuiston,County School Superintendent William B. Miller, County Judge Robert0. Miller and County Attorney Sid Easley.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Seen&Rear
Around
Murray
By James C Williams

Our respect for bricklayers
has increased one thousand
fold.
We decide to build a brick
screen for the garbage cans.
Plenty of bricks left over from
the house, so we figure it was a
cinch.
We go down to Fitts and get
some ready-mix mortar, all you
add is water.

Storm Causes Some
Power Outages Here
Extensive damage was
Other damage included
reported by the Murray some trees down on Farmer
Electric System due to a storm Avenue which damaged a span
which dumped 1.75 inches• of of wire causing a power outage
rain, including some hail, on in the area. Work by the ElecMurray Monday afternoon.
tric System crew had service
Murray Electric System restored in about 20 minutes,
Superintendent Bill Barker said Barker said.
that three spans of conductor
A number of isolated tranwere down east of the railroad
on the circuit that serves the sformers were also out with
blown fuses due to the storm,
City sewer system. Barker said Barker
said, and a pole was
that repairs were made by
reported down on the University
workers in about two hours.
campus in the Orchard Heights
The Tappan plant was also area.
without power as a result of the
outage, and was without service
The Murray Fire Department
for about one hour, Barker said. was called out three times

To begin with, you have to get
the mortar right. Too little
water and the mortar is too dry.
Too much water and it is too
wet. We finally got it right after
about the third batch, which we
mixed in a wheel barrow. We're
afraid that if we had been
mixing mortar for some
bricklayers, we would have
The Murray High School and
gotten a lot of cussing.
Calloway County High School
bands will be among 13 high
Anyway, we start eir'y the school bands from the area to
brick. No that's enough to make participate in a halftime exa man stop right there. When travaganza during a "Band
you get a brick in one hand and Day" celebration at Murray
a trowel of mortar in the other, State University Saturday
you have to stop and figure out evening, Sept. 29.
what next to do.
About 1,150 high school
bandsmen will join the 155-piece
That first round went fine. Marching Thoroughbred Band
This is easy we thought, that is, from Murray State in a "Band
until we started that second Colorama" show during the
round. For some reason it was intermission of the game betdifferent from the first round. ween the Racers and Morehead
We just sat there and starred at State University in new Roy
our creation for about thirty Stewart Stadium.
minutes, -trying to figure out
why the second round was
different from the first round.
We don't understand it yet, but
the first, third, fifth, seventh,
etc. are the same and the
second, fourth, sixth, eighth,
etc are the same.

Local Bands To Take
Part In Extravaganza

It was just difficult for us to
accept the fact that each round
was not the same. You see, we
had to turn the '6orner on each
end of this beauty and build out
as deep as the trash can is.

Three Persons
Are Injured
in Accidents

Recognition will be given
drum majors, along with other
officials from each band and
high school. Among people to be
introduced are these:
Murray High Tigers—Beth
Wislon, field commander; Joe
Sills and Buddy Light, band
directors; Eli Alexander,
principal; and Max Brandon,
band booster president.
Calloway County Lakers—
Kathy Calhoun, field commander; Terry Goodwin, band
director; Howard Crittenden,
principal; and Bobby Joe Sims,
band booster president.
Bands will be formed around
the university band in a colorcoordinated pattern, and
Richard W. Farrell, chairman
of the music department at
Murray State, will conduct the
mass band during the halftime
show.
Focused
a
on
theme
recognizing the contributions of
bands in America, the band
music will be tied together by a
historical commentary.
Music will range from the
country's first conifkiiition,
"Chester" by William Billings,
a
composer
of
the
Revolutionary period, to John
Philip Sousa's "Washington
Post" to "My Old Kentucky
Home" by Stephen Foster.
Gametime is 7:30 p.m.

Revenue Bond Bid
For New Schools
Accepted By Court
By DAVID NELL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
A bid by Hilliard-Lyons
Brokers of Paducah has been
accepted for bonds totaling
$2,528,400 for three new county
elementary schools by the
Calloway Fiscal Court this
morning.
The bid, which calls for an
annual rate of 5.41869 per cent,
was the lower of two bids, the
other being from Bache and Co.,
for a rate of 5.5705. The lower
bid represents a savings to the
county of about $75,000, according to County Trea:surer
Gordon Moody.
Groundbreaking for the
schools will be Wednesday at
ten a.m. at the Southwest School
site, located just north of
Wiswell
William B. Miller, superin-

Monday, to storm related incidents. At 3:10 p.m., the
firemen responded to the
downed lines on Farmer
Avenue, at four p.m. they were
called to the National Hotel, and
at 7:27 they were called to the
home of Herbert Calhoun of Fox
Meadows. Minor electrical
Calloway County Fire-Regeue
damage was reported on all
has just completed their annual
three calls.
fund raising roadblocks and are.
Local weather observer John
making plans for the purchase
Ed Scott reported that 1.75
of land for a permanenrfire
inches of rain fell on the Murray
house. Treasurer Edwin Jenarea from 4:15 p.m. to 7:31I
nings reported $2,352.14 was
p.m., Monday, with the heaviest
raised during the drive.
period from 4:15 to 5:15.
The roadblocks are an imLocal county agent Ted portant
part of the rescue
Howard's office reported ho
squad's fund-raising efforts and
damage to crops in the county represents
a major portion of
by the storm yesterday, but the
their annual budget Officers of
Western Kentucky Rural the unit expressed
their apElectric Cooperative, which preciation
to the Sunday
serves county residents, motorists
for their generous coreported some scattered minor operation.
Traffic reportedly
damage across the county
moved normally throughout the

tendent of the county school
system, recommended the
acceptance of the lower bid
today after examining both bids
and deterining that the rate was
favorable for the county.
The Fiscal Court, meeting in
special session, then voted
unanimously to accept the
lower bid of Hilliard-Lyons.
A representative at the
meeting said that the bonds
would be on sale in this area,
yielding an annual rate of about
5.4 per cent, noting that the
Income from the bonds is taxfree. The bonds will be of
varying maturity dates.
"We firmly believe this is a
step in improving the education
of our children in the county,"
Supt. Miller said today in expressing his appreciation to the
Fiscal Court for their help in

Rescue Squad Prepares
For Purchase Of Land
day and the roadblock was
ended before heavy evening
traffic began.
The board of directors is now
looking into the possibility of
buying land for a firehouse now
that adequate funds appear to
be available. Anyone having
any type of land near or within
the city limits of Murray and
would sell at a reasonable price
is asked to contact the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue.
Anyone wishing to contribute
to this project and missed the
roadblocks may mail their
donation to the squad, care of
Box 612, Murray, Jennings said.

—

Memories Jogged Back 50 Years
i n 50th Anniversary Ceremonies
I

Memories that are old enough
A throng of people, including
were jogged back 50 years scores of middle school
Monday on the lawn of the students, turned out for the
Murray MiddleAdool during hour-long program as distant
ceremonies to commemorate church bells pealed and a 24the first day of classes at piece band from the university
Murray State Normal School played a lively musical
Sept. 24, 1923.
prologue.
'Thirty-one of the 202 students
Students from the middle
who passed through the doors school seemed to sense the
on that occasion a half century historic magnitude of the
ago returned to answer a roll moment. They were attentive to
call and to reminisce with speakers who reviewed the past
classmates who shared that 50 years and looked ahead into
beginning.
future years. And they apThey were the center of at- plauded continually as the
traction as they sat in the shade -students from 50 years ago
facing the front door of old stood to acknowledge their
Murray High School on a names in the roll call.
pleasatft fall morning and
Mrs. Clorene Armstrong
listened to speakers hail the end Farley of 1651 Ryan in Murray
of one era and the beginning of was the first of the students to
another. It was the site where =ter, and Charles Monthe normal school, now Murray
ery of Nashville, one of
State University, enrolled those three brothers in the class, was
first day students.
recognized as having come the

longest distance to attend the
reunion. He and his twin, Paul
of Paris, Tenn., and older
brother, Bobof Murray Route 1,
originally came to Murray State
from New Concord.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the department of communications at Murray State,
served as master of ceremonies
for the program, which he said
marks the occasion on which
Murray State became "a living
entity for the first time."
He explained that the observance is the third of three
key Tatet in the sChoors
history—the others being
March 8,1922, when Gov. Edwin
P. Morrow signed the bill which
eventually resulted in the
establishment of Murray State,
and Sept. 1,1922, when the State
Normal School Commission

Three persons were injured in
accidents Monday,according to
reports fritrin the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
William Clint Lancaster, 1602
College Farm Road, and Leland
We fought this monster we J. Manning,
Route One,
had created for two days before Kirksey, were injured in
an auto
(See Memories,Page 10)
it was completed. Now, if you accident
Monday.
never gave it any thought, you
State Trooper James Barnett,
have to level a brick from end to who
investigated the accident,
end, also from side to side and was
unavailable for criment
on top of that, you have to make
today, but hospital officials said
the wall perpendicular. We kept that
Lancaster was admitted
our level busy, but for some for
observation, and listed in
reason it either did not level good
condition, arid Manning
right or our eyes betrayed us. was
2 ,„. •
treated and released for
-c it,fhstohheash.ch• / .
•
h
-,, -,ely Stetimialiehirrigtit,
,,. liCerlifIcifis and Vitintith
we reasoned That's one thing
cp E =
Kathy Etherton, 1003 S. 16th,
c • hi
(See Seen & Heard,Page 18)
was injured in a three-car ac3
v v•
0
cident Monday at 4:20 p.m. on
Due to Monday's inclimate
0 ••
1111.11...1111.1.11MEMINIMIN
i
Chestnut, according to city weather,.,sorne Ledger
& Times
. -II ...&••••...:.,............r,I....... - ....
frogoffardfllefar had' subscribers received a soaked
00
that she was treated and paper,
since many of the
released for a laceration on the carriers
had already started
Partly cloudy and continued forehead.
delivering their routes when the
very warm today through
Police said that the drivers of storm began. A limited number
Wednesday with a chance of a the other cars were liathi J. of
the special Murray State
few thundershowers. Highs to- Hazlewood, Danville,and Ralph
Anniversary sections are
day and Wednesday in the up- B. McCuiston, 809 Olive, and
available at the newspaper
per 80s and around 90. Lows that all three cars were going
office.
tonight in the lbw 70s. illiods west on Chestnut at the time of
All subscribers who received
will be southerly from 12' l8 the accident.
a wet newspaper and who desire
miles per hour today and diDamage to the HazIewood car another copy of the edition, are
minishing slightly tonight. Out- was to the rear end,dazua to
hatte cap PA otfice betvorzt, fORTRIIITPREVENTrtellIPITS:Moditttlark-kftrey of Murray and I.t,
Messy
lo•411r-.
WM-1i* Thelliri -1311Miar 714'
president i 'Morita) %le Uniyersitt timeil a pOrtrait of her father, the Mie Lee Clark,
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 753-1916.
cloudy and cooler. Precipitation front and rear end, and
damage
The Ledger & Times,regrets which she presented to the naiversitl Monday. Clark, who served as the Calloway rbunty
probabilities are 40 per cent to- to the Etherton car was to
the any inconvenience to the sub-. representative to the Kentucky General Assembly for 10 years,was in the legislature during the 1922,
day, tonight and Wednesday, front, according to police.
session when The hill was enacted which eventually resulted in fh-C-T-stadishment of Murray State.
scrtbirr.

Limited Number

Of.14113ection-s. Still Available
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initiating the construction of the
three new schools, to replace
the six schools presently serving the county's elementaryaged children.
Architects' plans for the three
schools call for schools of 45,000
square feet for the east and
north schools, and 40,000 square
feet for the southwest school.
Plans delivered by architects
Gresham and Kerr of Paducah
indicate that the north and east
schools will be similar in design
and construction, grid the southwest school will be similar in

design, with fewer classrooms
to reflect the smaller student
population in that area
In addition to the southwest
school, located on the Wiswell
Road, which will consolidate the
Lynn Grove and Hazel School
Districts, the north school will
be located on the Coles
Campground Church Road, to
consolidate the Almo and
Kirksey Schools, and the east
school will be located on the
Pottertovrn Road to combine the
Faxon and New Concord School
Districts.

Astronauts Return
Set This Afternoon
SPACE CENTER, Houston maneuver close to the spaceAP
Skylab 2's astronauts craft and hoist it on board with
return from man's longest a crane.
space adventure today, guiding
Before retiring for his last
their slightly disabled Apollo night in space, commander
ferry ship back to earth with a Bean told mission control on
tricky firing technique.
Monday: "We've enjoyed it up
Alan L. Bean, Owen K. Gar- here. It's been a -fantastic exriott and sack R. Lousma are perience. It's incredible how
returning from a 59,-1-day voy- much you can do if you've got
age during which they traveled good support from people on
more than 24 million miles and the ground."
gathered a wealth of scientific
Dr. Royce Hawkins, chief of
data on the earth, sun and the astronaut doctors, said he
man.
expects the space travelers
. Although the entire firing "will be very unsteady" as a
procedure that the Skylab 2 as- result of their long stay in
tronauts must use has never space weightlessness.
been tried before in space,
He reported all three have
flight controllers are confident lost some muscle mass and are
it will pose no problem for the experiencing slight vascular
spacemen.
deconditioning.
It is necessary because two
He said, however, that Bean,
of four steering rockets on the Garriott and Lousma are in
Apollo ferry ship have devel- about as good a shape, or peroped leaks. Techniques have haps better, than the Skylab 1
been worked out and tested in astronauts. The three Skylab 1
ground simulators to fly the astronauts experienced some
Apollo home with the two good dizziness and weakness after
jet thrusters.
returning to gravity following
"We approach the entry time 28 days in orbit.
with full confidence that the
Hawkins said the Skylab 2
two jets can do the job," said crew exercised much more vigGlynn Lunney, manager of the orously than did the first crew
Apollo spacecraft office. "One and this helped level off the deis sufficient to bring them conditioning after 39 days.
home Even if we had a probIn space, without the constant
lem with both, we have alter- tug, of gravity, the muscles, innate thrusters that could be cluding the heart, grow weaker.
used
Bean. Garnott and Lousma
are to detach the Apollo from 1.3 Million Voters
the 85-ton Skylab station in late
afternoon, heading for a splash- May Have Re-Registered
down in the Pacific Ocean at
FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
6.20 p m. EDT.
The jet thrusters will be used As many as 1.3 Kentucky voters may have reregistered by
to guide the Apollo to a point
where the craft's large main Monday's deadline.
Secretary of State Thelma
engine will be fired to pull it
-1%0E811said.
_out of .o
very successful. It looked like
The carrier f.ISS New Orleans
waits in the recovery zone we're going to end up with 1.2
about 225 miles southwest of million voters registered and
San Diego.'Calif. The ship is to reregistered. We might go as
high as 1.3 million."
Although no exact figures
were available, Jefferson County, the state's largest, reported
over 300,000 apparently have
signed up.
There were some 329,000 registered voters in Louisville and
Jefferson County before May 30
when the voter registration
rolls were purged of all names
The Murray Clothing Bank, and reregistration required.
located in the Douglas Gym, on
Kentucky had about 1.4 milNorth 2nd Street, north of the lion registered voters statewide
.TolaPes.
opened theigig-.ha, hehsthr;:xehosth
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. earlier said they thought some
Monday through Friday, and names of that total belonged to
not just on Tuesday as 1St- deceased voters whose names
nounced in Monday's Ledger & had never been removed.
Times.
Mrs. Charles Moore, coordinator for the clothing bank for
the five participating Murray
cnurches,said the clothing bank
is open each day for persons to
come to select needed clothing;
Ledger & Times city
and that on each Tuesday some
subscribers who have not
one will be present to help
received delivery of their
locate and select needed apnewspaper by 530 p.m. are
parel if help is needed.
urged to report the nonPersons having clothing.
delivery of the paper to
bedding, drapes, etc., to donate
their route carrier. If the
may tale" them to St. John's
ot be
carrier.carwr.
Episcopal Church, First United
ee
er
call 753-1916 betwr
Methodist
Church. First
p.m. and 6 p m for ."
1
4
dietivaey of the haw3paper. /
Chrisi,kaa. Church. or First
Presbyterian Church

Clothrng Bank
Open Monday
Through Friday

If You Miss
Your Paper
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Low-Temperature Drying Has Limitations In
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N
Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production

In summary, Loewer says
low-temperature drying
One of the major tasks facing met if
in low-temperature drying is
successfully
used
be
to
is
this
many Kentucky farmers
Either the outside practical in Kentucky only if the
fall is getting their grain dried. Kentucky.
must be low grain is allowed to dry in the
temperature
this
planting
late
of
Because
degrees F or field to 22 percent moisture or
40
(preferably
grain
spring, moisture levels of
content of less, if the average outside air
moisture,
the
below),
will be higher than usual at
harvested must temperature is 50 degrees or
when
grain
the
farmers
Also,
time.
harvest
low ( under 22 below, and if sifficient quanhave not forgotten the be relatively
volumes of air tities of air are supplied
high
or
),
disastrous weather which tiercent
minute per
per
feet
cubic
(three
harvest,
year's
last
"Good management is a
fouled up
must be
above)
or
bushel
necessity and it depends on an
and they will be making a
the
strong effort to harvest their applied.
of
understanding
The average temperature isf capabilities of this type of
crops early this year,even if the
harvest
moisture content is still high. Kentucky during the
60 drying system," says Loewer.
Because of possible fuel season is approximately
good
through
at "Only
shortages during the harvest degrees F. The temperature
initial
low
by
management,
reduced
be
may
harvest
season, some farmers are
and
contents,
time, moisture
considering the use of fans delaying the harvest
will also favorable weather conditions
This
out.
points
Loewer
or
gas
small
with
equipped
moisture can this method of drying be
electric heaters to dry their normally lower the
grain used successfully."
grain in the bin. This process is content of the harvested
low- because of field drying.
called
commonly
Unfortunately, the later the
temperature drying. It usually
the
increases the temperature of harvest, the greater
the drying air less than 10 possibility of field losses.
The one factor which can be
Chrysanthemums can cause
degrees F. The drying process
controlled is the cubic feet per a rash."Mums" are one of the
may last for several weeks.
"Low-temperature drying minute (CFM) of air applied. most common causes of skin
has several limitations and is The higher the airflow rate, the rash among florists and
not generally recommended for faster the grain will dry and the gardeners, an article in a
Kentucky," says Otto Loewer, better the chances that the recent issue of "Archives of
Extension agricultural engineer system will work. For Ken- Dermatology " a publication
at the University of Kentucky tucky, a minimum rate of three of the American Medical
Agriculture. CFM per bushel is recom- Association, points out The
of
College
offending ingredient, known
"However, if fuel shortages do mended.
medically as "sesquiterpene
Loewer points out that the
exist or other drying methods
lactones," also is found in
low- rate of airflow drops as the tulips. Leaving them out of the
be
used,
cannot
temperature drying may grain gets deeper in the bin. For bouquet is the only preventive
provide a means of drying grain this reason he advises keeping
the depth of the grain in the bin
to a safe storage level."
Loewer says at least one of to a rnimirnum. To accomplish
three basic conditions must be this, each load from the field
should be unloaded in a different bin until each bin contains a load. Then the process
Open 6 45 Start 7:00
can be repeated. This allows
thru WED.
maximum drying to occur
before any wet grain is added.
Keeping the grain shallow is the
key to supplying large quantities of air, says Loewer
structure of redwood beams and idea is to plan ahead. It is easy
The reason for adding heat in
glass that curls around some to make your reservations by a low-temperature drying
beautiful lakefront views that making a toll-free phone call. If system is to reduce the relative
can be appreciated from the you live in Ohio, Indiana, humidity of the incoming air so
dining room or any of the many Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee, drying can occur. Usually little
balconies that adorn the lodge. Alabama, Georgia, South or no heat is added unless
The last of the winter parks Carolina, Virginia or West outside air temperatures are
mentioned here is often the first Virginia, dial 1-800-626-2911. below 60 degrees. F. Loewer
for many visitors to Kentucky, From any location in Kentucky, suggests an overall temas It is on the northern border of dial 1-800-372-2961, toll-free. If perature rise of seven degrees
the state. Genera Butler State you are calling from a place when outside air is between 30
Resort Park is just the place for where the toll-tree service is not and 50 degrees.
a few days' relaxation, though available, call the central
there is always some planned reservations service in Frankactivity if exercise is your bit. fort at (502) 223-2326. You'll pay
Although it is not always for the call in this case, but what
necessary to make reservations a wonderful wintertime holiday
at the Winter parks, the best is at the other end of the line!

4th St ,
•
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We reserve the right to reiect any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not tor the best in.
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer CO., 1509 Madison Ave..
Memphis, In Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y., Stephenson Bldg.,
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$7.50 per year, other destinations, $18.00 per year All mail sub
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Entered daily at Ine Post Office, Murray, Kentucky,for transmission
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of•Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Those who have not yet seen the Murray High
School Marching Band this year are misssing some
fine entertainment.
The musicians in the band put on a superb performance during halftime at the Murray-StateTennessee Tech football game in Stewart Stadium
Saturday, and the appreciative crowd responded
with,, a standing ovation. A standing ovation has
followed every performance of this band this year.
Following the presentation of a plaque designating
the Murray High band the "Honor Band of The
Year" at Murray State, it was announced the band
has been selected to represent the State of Kentucky
in the 1974-75 Orange Bowl parade in Miami on New
Year's Eve, 1974.
The Murray High band will obviously need the
support of the total community in order to make the
Orange Bowl trip, a trip which the band members
should not be denied.
We recommend,even if you don't get excited over
football, that you make a special effort to attend at
least one Murray High football game this season, so
that you can see a tremendous performance by a
group of dedicated young musicians.
Band directors Joe Sills and Buddy Light have
worked hard in preparing their students and they,
too, deserve a share of the limelight.
The Murray High band is an asset to Murray, to
Calloway County and to the State of Kenttucky.
We congratulate the members of the band on their
selection to represent the state at the Orange Bowl
festival, and commend them on their leadership and
fine performances.

Lodge Rates Change When Fall
Scenery Changes At State Park

wind and water
A dewy fall morning with a of years of
surface.
sprinkle of frost in Kentucky wearing on the exposed
all its
in
stands
bridge
The
doesn't necessarily mean it's
at an
mountain
a
atop
grandeur
time to get out the heavy wool
feet. You can
wardrobe and settle down for elevation of 1500
to the top
the winter. There's still plenty ride a chairlift
and enjoy
31)
October
through
(
of warm autumn days to spend
deep valleys and of
wandering through the coun- a view of
that seem to be
tryside where nature's en- mountain ridges
rock walls.
sheer
by
supported
chanting transition is casting a
spell. Lush green pastures and
The Cumberland River winds
hills mellow into warm hues of its way through the southeast
gold, orange and brown...a corner of Kentucky hills for
"A good melon," someone once said in a burst of pleasant atmosphere to be hundreds of miles until it
hyperbole,"is worth its weight in gold." Little could caught up in. It's worth taking reaches one of the world's
imman-made
he have foreseen today's market in which a good time off to enjoy—especially at largest
melon of any kind actually comes close to costing the Kentucky'sofstate parks, where poundments, Lake Cumthe cost
accommodations
hilltop
equivalent in gold of its weight. We seem to be drops long before the autumn berland. On a select
offering the very best view of
suffering from, to coin a word, meloncholia. - leaves do.
the-broad waters is Lure Lodge, *****************34
Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier
Out of the state's 15 resort ultra-modern and designed with
Coming
>1
parks, nine remain open year enough glass to let the beauty of
L
A
R
T
N
E
C
!
n
o
S
lodge
winter
offering
round,
the country through to you.
"EMPEROR Of THE
ONW
room rates of $8.00 single or Private balconies and patios
$12.00 double. Each room is help you enjoy the wonderful
NORTH POLE"
furnished with two double beds, aroma of thick forests, and the
climate controls, television and distant lake sounds. Lake
phone. Visitors to the parks find Cumberland State Resort Park
are
New officers of the Murray Ministerial Group
Kentucky geography is as offers planned recreation
Ramer,
Loyd
Rev.
Rev. T. A. Thacker, president;
fascinating as her abounding throughout the year for its
vice-president; Rev. Joe Whitmer, secretary- history, for there are lodges on, guests.
treasurer.
or in, or near mountains, caves,
Cumberland Falls, called
Hubert Wilson, age 74, died this morning at the waterfalls, natural stone
"the Niagara of the South," is
sprawling
great
and
bridges
Murray Hospital.
well worth the trip just to see
Guard John Wheeler of Murray State College's Lakes.
Remember when
largest waterfall east of the
the
In the state's eastern area,
football team was named as top player in the Ohio Jenny
(except for Niagara
guys wore engineer
Wiley State Resort Park, Rockies
sandstoneValley Conference this week.
boots and sported
at Prestonsburg,is the choice of itself). A rbeautiful
ducktail hair-do's?
Ronald Gene Farris has been assigned to Forts- many travelers who seek a and-timbe lodge nestles into
scenery to become a part of
And gals wore
Gordon, Ga., after completing his basic training at mountain vacation. Theveritis the
--NO
1C:wettest
IcefiTicarS
on 860-acre Dewey Lake and MR- of
pedal pushers
--Fort mix.
A full moon on a
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night,
clear
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want a quiet holiday. The area mist
of only
moonbow...one
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creates
is steeped in history, tradition
two in the world.
and folklore. The park was
who
girl
pioneer
a
for
named
Barren River Lake State
was captured by the Indians but Resort Park is almost directly
College
State
Murray
the
of
Capt. William Wallace
escaped to return to her people. south of Louisville and you
ROTC Unit was speaker at the meeting of the Many variations of the saga of might make some sightseeing
Murray Rotary Club. He spoke on his life in Europe, Jenny Wiley are still heard in stops along_ the way at
the mountains and around th
FICidgenville, to take in
—
--Japanv-and-lierel
resort in the magnificent and Abraham Lincoln Birthplace
Taylor,
W.
0.
Taylor,
C.
W.
Revs. A. M. Hawley,
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Remember
colorful Big Sandy Valley.
National Historic Site, and
L. Y. Henson,and H.F.Pashall will be speakers at
Hula Hoops,
at
home
boyhood
Lincoln's
In the northeastern hills. of
the
Edsel,
the annual homecoming at the Hazel Baptist Church.
Kentucky is another winter Knob Creek.. and a stop in the
3DMarilyn,
on Sunday.
Cave
Area,
Kentucky
Central
park attraction, combining the
all the fun and
Miss Mattie Trousdare and Mrs. Juna Wilson, fascination of caves with for a scenic tour. You will most
fads of the
retirecleachers, were honored at the meeting of the mountain music and crafts. certainly be impressed by the
frenzied 50's?
Callow yCounty Branch of the ACE at the meeting Carter Caves Resort Park at spacious, relaxed atmosphere
reaching Barren River. You
Olive Hill offers a tour of two
held at the Murray Training School.
Well, it's all here, including
different caves, by request only begin to get glimpses of the lake
Carter
H.
J.
Mrs.
and
Love
Hunter
Mrs.
those Golden-Oldies performed
Mr. and
the
trees
along
tall
between
months.
in the off-season
by the greatest stars of that
attended the Photographic Lighting School at St. Ingenious lighting in the caves way, and finally of the exunforgettable era...
Louis, Mo.
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600
over
lodge,
pansive
inmany
allows you to enjoy
other,
teresting formations. Bat Cave from one end to the
Is especially fascinating for curving around the lake, ofchildren, as well as adults, who fering a splendid view from
enjoy seeing animals in their dining room and lobby on one
own environment. A full-time end, ail the way arodnd to the
,,,,Y4116,71.3gU
naturalist conducts the tours
le
call
found,
be
may
Seek ye the Lord while he
Is so'mucn to see luid do in the
a full length feature film
jar
tsa
2
ii"Teri:f
Wlini?
upon Vint
'
woods and caves of the Cave Area, you will most
, mufti-screen re-creation
Return unto the Lord, and He will have mercy thousand-acre park. Ex- probably want to stay a few
Of the 50's.
upon you, and to our God, for He will abundantly perimental plans were put to extra days, and Barren River
yto-me
Denn
octave • FATS ovum • ilium ciecket
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Lake
just
nice
a
drive
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education in the atmosphere of resort parks there offer boats
by Carl Riblet Jr.
for rent and great golf courses
the eastern cave area.
among lots of other attractions.
The greatest mystery as yet unsolved by man is
Natural Bridge State Resort Kentucky Dam Village State
the nature of the strange and bafflire behavior that
A TRIUMPH! A RIP SNORTER!;
Resort Park, at Gilbertsville,
makes teen-agers so insensitive, so loud,so quiet, so Park, also in the mountains
part of has a golf course that
within
in
and,
addition,
Showtimes:
brutal,so kind,so stupid,so bright and,of course,so the massive Daniel Boone called one of the top cou1s in
wonderful.
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aLLake
National Forest, is
state. AneiV..course
winter risor( that offers the Barkley .Statejkpiort
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You'll see yourself
When you've lived a
When your strength
You'll see the folly
You'll see what now
The numberless tri

"A very,very funny and
very, very touching
romantic comedy."

Often the blindest
For age must come
And youth makes
- •htlitheatrik. —
But age sits down
And smiles at the

-Judith Crist, New York Magazine

You'll sigh for the f
ElyolatuaN warrior
You'll laugh at
For you'll look at
And see how little
For which so much
You'll see, as alwa
That the waves die d
That the pomps of lif
And the great sink
And you'll understa
That the finest ifts
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Mrs. Leon Grogan
Hostess For Meet
Of DAR Chapter

Cook & Steward Wedding
Postponed, Later Date
The wedding of Miss Gloria
Current Missions group of
Dale Cook and James Ray
Memorial Baptist Church will
Steward which was scheduled
meet with Mrs. Pauline
for Saturday, September 29, at
Wainscott,401 South 16th Street,
four p.m. at the Martin's Chapel
at 7:30 p.m. with Betty Sledd as
United Methodist Church has
guest
speaker.
Church History series by St.
been postponed, according to an
Leo's Catholic Church will be
announcement by Miss Cook's
The Zeta Department of the
conducted by Fr. Richard
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
Murray
Woman's
Club
will
Danhauer at 7:30 p.m. in
Frank Cook of Murray.
meet
at
the club house at 7:30
Gleason Hall.
Plans for the wedding will be
p.m. with Dr. Betty Hinton as
announced later, according to
Social Concerns Committee speaker. Hostesses will be Mrs. Cook
will meet at the Douglas Mesdames W. Edward Watson,
Community Center at 7:30 p.m. Buist Scott, John Pasco,
Franklin Fitch, and Purdom
Wednesday, September 24
Outland.
Ladies day luncheon will be'
The Murray Middle School
served at the Murray Country
PTA will meet at seven p.m. in
Club at 12 noon with Mrs.
the school auditorium.
Robert Allen, president,
Charles Hoke, 753-7877, as
presided at the meeting of the
Saturday, September 29
chairman of the hostesses who
The WMU of the First Baptist Beta Club of Calloway County
are Mesdames Charles A.
Homra, Jack B. Kennedy, Church will have a general High School held on Tuesday,
Madelyn Lamb, James M. meeting at the church at ten September 11, at 2:30 p.m. at
Lassiter, Robert McGaughey, a.m. A potluck luncheon will be the school.
Frances McReynolds, Charles served at noon. All women of
Guest speaker was Marvin
T. Miller, L.D. Miller, Carl the church are invited to attend. Harris, Calloway County Court
Oakley, Mary Belle Overbey,
A rummage sale will be held Clerk, who spoke on "Voter ReFrances Parker, and John C. at the parking lot of St. Leo's
Registration." He was inQuerterrnous. Bridge will be Church, 401 North 12th Street, troduced by Warren Hale who
played at nine a.m. with Mrs. from seven a.m. to three p.m. also gave the devotion.
Richard Knight and Mrs. Dan Various articles will be on sale
In appreciation of Mr. Harris'
Boaz as hostesses.
in addition to clothing.
speaking to the club, the Betas
Sunday,September 30
Workshop, sponsored by
voted to donate five dollars to
Fox Family reunion dinner the Lions ('Iub Blood Bank, his
' Kentucky Nurses Association
District 13, will be held at the will be held at Kenlake State favorite charity.
nursing auditorium at 8:30 a.m. Park shelter house.
Announcements were made of
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Newsome the district meeting on October
Thursday, September 27
18, and for each one to have
The Senior Citizens of Murray will hold open house in obtheir permission slip and six
servance
of
their
50th
wedding
and Calloway County will meet
dollars to go to the state conat the Ellis Center at ten a.m. anniversary from two to four
p.m. at thier home on Kirksey vention November 30 to
December- 2-.
Route One near Gob.
Tuesday, September 25
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.

The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution met at the
home of Mrs. Leon Grogan, on
Saturday, September 8, at one
p.m. with the regent, Mrs. John
Nance, opening the meeting
with the reading of the ritual
and the pledge of allegiance to
the flag.
Mrs. Robert Bucy led in
prayer. The minutes were read
by Mrs. John J. Livesay and the
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Grogan. Mrs. Price Doyle
announced that a new member,
Mrs. Lockhart, and been voted
into the chapter.
Mrs. Nance named Mrs. Paul
Sturm as national defense
chairman and also appointed
her to solicit advertising for the
DAR magazine.
The program on "Our
American Constitution" was
given by Mrs. Nance who said
that "Ours is the only wirtten
document of government in
whose creation the people had a
part. She spoke of the fifty-five
men
who
drafted
it
and the conflict which ensued
before the majority of the states
ratified it which was only after
the Bill of Rights was assured to
the people.
A dessert course was served
from a well-appointed table
with Mrs. Price Doyle assisting
at the punch bowl.
The guests enjoyed a tour of
Mrs. Grogan's yard and expressed their admiration for the
colorful borders of old fashioned
flowers.
Attending the meeting were
Mesdames John A. Nance, Max
Hurt, Robert Bucy, E. A.
Lassiter, John J. Livesay, Price
Doyle, Wesley Waldrop, Paul
Sturm, George Hart, Jesse
McNutt, Dr. Hallene Visher,
Miss Maude Nance, and Mrs.
Grogan.
The October meeting will be
held at the home of Dr. Flallene
Visher.
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Her cool dude cools it
when it's a family affair
By Abigail Van Buren

MEMBERS ATTENDING the recent meeting of the J.N.
Williams Chapter of the UDC at the home of Mrs. JD. Chandler
were, left to right, Mrs. E.W. Riley, Mrs. J.O. Chambers, Mn.
Henry Elliott, Mrs. Helen W.Lassiter, and Mrs. Neva Waters.

COOKING
IS FUN
DINNER FOR FOUR ;
Glazed Chicken
Rice
Green Lima Beans Salad Bowl
Brown Betty
Beverage
GLAZED CHICKEN
A sweet glaze with an underpinning of mustard goes on the
bird.
1/3 cup,cranberry juice cock, tail
1/4 cup prepared yellow mustard
_1/4 cup honey
2 tablespoons butter. melted
1 frying chicken. cut up
In a small mixing bowl stir
together the cranberry juice.
mustard, honey and butter.
Place chicken, skin side up. on
broiling pan; brush chicken
with mustard mixture. Broil 6
to 8 inches from high heat, turning and brushing with mustard
mixture occasionally with tender — 45 to 60 minutes Makes 4
servings.,

Published at:
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
Editor: W1NA PIJRDOM

RESIDENTS CELEBRATING SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS:
ADELAIDE BAILEY, Sept. 30; EDNA LINN, Sept: 30;
IDA COISON, Sept. 21: ORA McNEELY Sept. 28;
Standing: MINNIE DUNN,Sept. 17; DAVID OUTLAND,
Sept. 24: EVELYN BRYANT Sept. 16
Mr. MARVIN HART also celebrated a birthday on Sept.
19. He is convalescing following some minor surgery at
the local hospital. We wish him a speedy return to -Fern
Terrace.
A Message From Fern Terrace
When you get "on" and you've lived a long time
and the walk up,the staris is a mighty high climb,
Though your eyes are dimmer than what they were
and the page of a book has a misty blur,
Strange as the case may seem to be,
Then is the time you will clearly see.
You'll see yourself as you really are,
When you've lived a lot and you've traveled far,
When your strength gives out and your muscles tire
You'll see the folly of ambitions desire;
You'll see what now to your sight is hi4ki
The numberless trivial things you did.
Often the blindest are youthful eyes.
For age must come ere a man grows wise,
And youth makes much of the mountain peaks,
•Ard theist:rift. 4arr.24inet*Ic Raiff/6mila-: •
But age sits down with the setting sun
And smiles at the boastful deeds it's done.
You'll sigh for the friends that were turned aside
.Eiyalastapaardiaraskiowitpride.
You'll laugh at medals that now you prize,
For you'll look at them through clearer eyes
And see how little they really meant
For which so much of your strength was spent
You'll see, as always in 'old man sees.
That the waves die down with the fading breeze.
That the pomps of life never last for long.
And the great sink back to the common throng,
'And you'll understand when the struggle ends.
That the finest gifts of this life are friends. ,
atoiliNfiolight For The Day
only have tyro vacaacies, so if you are laulsieFfier a
home away from home -a comfortable:piece to spend the
winter months better give us a can today, or better yet,
,`coffie see

UDC Chapter Has
Luncheon Meet
At Chandler Home .
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
No.805 United Daughters of the
'Confederacy recently
began
its fall meetings with a potluck
luncheon at the beautiful lakeside home of Dr. arid MrF J. D.
Chandler on Kentucky Lake
near Benton.
The house was attractively
decorated with gold, yellow and
bronze chrysanthemums interspersed with sprigs of green
to accentuate the autumn
theme. Mrs. Myra Munday was
cohostess with Mrs. Chandler.
Covers were laid for twentyone members and guests, inside
the spacious dining area and on
the deck overlooking the lake.
After the luncheon, the
business meeting was conducted by the president, Miss
Maude F. Nance who presented
Mrs. Helen W. Lassiter, a real
daughter of the UDC local
chapter, and Mrs. Henry Elliott
who has served in the capacity
of historian for forty years.
Both spoke on reasons for
promotion and continuity of the
UDC. Both gave reminiscenses
of their childhood impressions
and experiences of the war
between the States.
Mrs. Lassiter gave sketches
of her early childhood when her
father, 1st. Lt. J. K. P. Wells of
Co. G., 7th Ky. Mounted Inf.,
returned from the war. She
remembers the wounds he
received in the battle of
Paducah where he fought under
Gen Nathan B. Forrest, when
his troops were engaged in
conflict with Col. S. G. Hicks of
the 40th, Illinois Inf. of the
Union troops.
Mrs. Lassiter is past
president twice.. _of_ the_lOo4L
chapter UDC, having served as
treasurer, registrar and other
related offices during the life of
the chapter.
Mrs. Lassiter is a sister of the
late Rainey T. Wells, second
president of Murray State
University and the mother of
Judge James Lassiter of
Murray.
Pains for the State Convention Otober 10 and 11 at Lake
Barkley were discussed and
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn was
appointed chairman of reservations. She may be contacted
at 753-3158.
Members present were:
Mesdames Myra Munday,
Charles Stubblefield, Lois
Sammons, C. Wesley Waldrop,
Leonard Vaughn, John J.
Livesay, Neva Waters, J. D.
Chandler, E. W. Riley, Fred
Gingles, Helen W. Lassiter,
Henry Elliott, W. Z. Carter,
Hess Crossland, J. 0. Chambers, Douglas Shoemaker and
Miss Maude F. Nance.
Guests included were; Misses
an ,SteVia',
;cater
Mesdames Caroline Milfelt and
Linda Kelly.

DEAR ABBY: I met a really cool guy who travels, and
he makes this town once every two seeks Tex and I dug
each other right away, and I might as well tell you we
ended up at his motel on the second date
Every time he'd come to town. wed go to his motel. I
really grooved this dude, Abby He even told me he loved
me.
Well, imagine how hurt 1 was when I found out his
brother got married right here in this town last week and
Tex took another girl to the wedding
Wouldn't you think if Tex liked me well enough to have
me at his motel every time he got to town he should have
asked me to that wedding?
Should 1 ask him how come I'm good enough to go to
bed with, but I'm not good enough to take to a family
wedding?
HURT
DEAR HURT: Don't ask him any questions. The answer is obvious. Just because a man says: "I love you,"
doesn't mean be means it. And doesn't the fact that he took
another girl to a wedding where his friends and family
would be present tell you something!
DEAR ABBY: There is a poem by Ogden Nash that I
would like to find, but all my efforts led me nowhere. It
goes something like this:
"He drinks because she nags, he thinks.
She nags because he drinks, she thinks."
Then it goes on to say that "In fact, he's a sot and
she's a shrew."
I am going crazy trying to track it down Can you help
me, please?
AVID CHICAGO READER
DEAR READER: My reference library contains IS
volumes of Ogden Nash and I can't find it either. But I'll
bet one of my readers out there can.
DEAR ABBY . My pet peeve is the way some daughters
in law pick on their mothers in law.
I refer to that silly crab who griped because her mother in law always got to sit next to her son [daughter in
law's husband] when they rode in the car.
She wrote: "As my husband opens the car door for us,
I step back and let his mother get in first. This puts her
next to my husband, which I think is MY place."
Well, for Pete's sakes, gal. Get in the car first if you
want to sit next to your beloved. He can then help his
mother in, and close the door. This puts his mother on the
outside, next to the door, which is really the best spot
because then she can view the scenery, and isn't squeezed
between two bodies with nothing to look at but the hood of
the car and the pavement ahead
More power to you! Me? I'm a mother in law, and
prefer to sit near the door and let my daughter in law sit
next to my son.
I've noticed, too, that after a mother in law becomes a
grandmother, she no longer is despised, but suddenly becomes a wonderful baby sitter. What a difference a child
makes!
Just wait, young wives, one day you'll become mothers
in law, too. And then God help you!
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GRANDMA
CONFIDENTIAL TO ED LEACH—WHEREVER YOU
ARE: The "mea gulps" in my column was no typo, but the
"great bilingual pun" you credit me with is undeserved. If
you are truly concerned about my "guipability," please
clue me in.
Preiseessa! You'll feel better if yes get it elf year chest
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Bel Ns. IMO, L. A.,
Cant NM. Enclose stamped. mg-addressed envslope.
please.

Calloway Bda Club
Has Regular Meet

Mrs. Rifiger Brandon
Honored At Shower
At Lovett Home

Mrs. Roger Brandon was
honored with a stork shower
given by Mrs. Rudy Lovett and
her daughter, Kathy at their
home on the Penny-Airport
Road on Tuesday, September 18
No more pinching or cramping.
at 7:30 p.m
- Scholl Roundabouts are
The honoree wore a brown t
dress and was presented a . -;., naturally rounded to give
; your tces plenty of room
corsage by the hostesses. She
:- —in a.variety of great
opened her many gifts. Games
"styles. Soft crepe
were played with Mrs. Elvin
soles incl,,
Crouse and Mrs. Festus Story
- relaiingly
being recipients of the prizes
firm support,
who presented them to the
too.
honoree.
Refreshments of green punch
and decorated cakes were
served buffet style from the
table overlaid with a white
cloth.

'20*

Present and sending gifts
were Mesdames Bonnie Hale,
A. A. Doherty, Harold Fones,
Festus Story, Austelle Crouse,
J. B. Burkeen, Alvin Usrey,
Harmon Rosa, Glen Gibbs,
James Coleman, Elvin Crouse,
Bill Hurt, Terry Cavitt, Julia
Hargrove, Brooks Moody,
Buddy Anderson, Novella
Chambers, the honoree and the
hostesses.

Hate I. write letters! Semi $1 le Ahlip, z4117M, Lee
Aageles. Cal. WSW kw -AMY& -lasslikat.--qhm-I. mile
Letters ler Al (*easiest."

"Creative Gifts"
Demonstrations To
Be Given In Area
"Creative Gifts" will be the
subject —
demonitflins
presented -by the University of
Kentucky Cooperative t Extension Service at open
meetings throughout the
Purchase Area the first two
weeks in October.
Mrs Dean Roper and Mrs
Catherine Thompson, County
Extension Agents in home
economics, specializing In
clothing, will present the
lessons and extend an invitation
to anyone interested in attending one of the following
meetings.
October 2—Mayfield, First
Methodist Church Fellowship
Hall, 10:00-12:00
rst
Methodist Church, Maple
Street-9:30.
October 4—Clinton, Kentucky
Utilities Building-10:00-12 00.

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club Plans Meet
A large group attended the
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
Club last Wednesday night at
Gleason Hall. Winners for the
evening were: 1st, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Carman, 2nd, Alma Tracy
and her partner, Jean Wilson,
3rd Mr. and Mrs. Bob Howard,
and 4th, Corky Harrison and his
partner, Steve Yarbrough.
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club meets every
Wednesday night at seven p.m.
at Gleason Hall, at the corner of
Payne and N. 12th Streets.
The Club welcomes all persons who are interested in
playing duplicate bridge, and
they may come singly and be.
paired at the meet, or bring
their own partners.

ticts4 Irene Futrell
Honored At Shower

Another courtesy extended to
Miss Irene Futrell before her
4.1eteker.. 4-.-Beedwell • FORT, Yttarefilelb'RlIfidY Neff
munity Center-1:30.
was the personal shower given
October 5—Benton, First
by Miss Patricia Evans, Miss
HOPKINS TWIN BOYS
Methodist Church Basement- -Paula Arnett,
Miss Karen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard 10:00-12:00.
Johnson, and Mrs. Danny
Hopkins, 5304 Chapman HighOctober 9—Fulton, ComWoods at the mobile home of
way,Knoxville, Tenn., formerly mtmity Center, Carr Street-7 00 Miss Evans and Miss Arnett on
of Murray, announce the birth
September 10, at seven p.m.
of twin boys born on Thursday, October 10—Fulton, ComFor the occasion the honoree
September 13. 4
munity Center, Carr Street-9 30 was presented with a corsage of
Matthew Lewis weighed five
white carnations. She opened
piunds 71
/
2 ounces, and Nathan
October 10—Barlow v,Iten- bet.XPanY
1441.1
vesuaiii
ThOriiirs'Ielgtiertrielburai`1}Ciatrtrtilittell3u trd n g
view. w
11Vrebnces.
Game* were --played and
Grandparents are Mr. and
October 11—Paducah, Mc- refreshments of cake and punch
Mrs. Robert Hoplit
of Mid- Ctn
'
. .c.p_mpty
t_wera_servad,be..the hostesses.
dletown, ts17., and-Ws. I:Wire
Roo-m- Twenty persons were present or
en ion Assembly
Courthse,T.
Madisonville.
Wilson of
10:00-12:00,
sent gifts.
1,

-

Scholl

RYAN'S Shoe Store
Court Square
'!"
4441Migti". /44

Murray, Ky
T4.4;6VS-474
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Tom Landry Gets 100th Win As Russell ,Peach: He Might
Cowboys Plaster New Orleans Be There With The Best
By DENNE H. FREEMAN of 1960, when the Cowboys had
Associated Press Sports Writer an (1-11-1 record.
In the other locker room,
DALLAS io.,.?) -- Bob Lilly
and Lee Roy JUalan gave their New Orleans Coach John North
leader a cake and a game ball sat slumped over his bench,
celebrating Tom I,andry's 100th still looking for his first NFL
victory as a National Football victory after two tries.
League coach, but the Dallas
•'I know what he (North)
Cowboys' mentor couldn't help must feel, but they'll eat somefeeling compassion for the guy body," Landry said. "He's got
in the other dressing room
a tough go ahead of him. I
Landry's Cowboys mauled went through the same thing.
New Orleans 40-3 Monday night Rut if his owners have conlike teams used to batter Dal- fidence in him and get some
las back in the expansion year players, he could do it too."

Olandry, who now stands 10076-6 in his 13th year as the only
coach Dallas has ever had, said
of attaining the century mark,
"It's quite a milestone to
reach. I'm just glad to be
around that long.
"Longevity is more important
than anything. I'm glad the
owners stuck with me through
the lean years and gave me the
0000rtunitv to win."
Landry, who is now the 10th
NEI, coach in the 100-victories
ledger, leaned over and blew
out the candles on his cake as

Chamberlin Admits He's Tired
Of Professional Basketball
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP)- Basketball has become a $500,000-ayear bore for Wilt Chamberlain.
"It's true that I don't get any
fun out of training any more,
and I even find it tough to get
ready for game after game,"
the 7-foot-1 millionaire ball dunker acknowledges.
"I have done a lot of soul
searching on the matter.
Frankly, I just don't know what
is the alternative for me."
The 37-year-old all-time great
of the National Basketball Association debated today alternatives open to few men-whether
to play another year for the
Los Angeles Lakers of the NBA
or accept a $600,000 offer from
the San Diego Conquistadors of
the rival American Basketball
Association.
"Money is not a factor-I've
Just got to decide whether I
want to continue playing basketball. It has taken most of
my life, but do I owe my whole
life to it?
"Maybe I'd rather be a civilChamberlain flew into New
York Monday to plug his autobiography, which is appropriately entitled "WILT," with
the intriguing sub-title, '
.'Just
Like Any Other 7-Foot Black
Millionaire Who Lives Next
Door
The book deals in depth with
his early life in a Philadelphia
ghetto hustling pennies, his rise
to basketball stardom, the innu-

merable controversies and even
his sex life.
"I guess I'm something of a
sex symbol to a lot of girls," he
said with unconcealed pride. He
indicated that strange girls
give him more trouble than a
zone defense.
Nattily attired in a yellow
plaid jacket, blue slacks and
yellow shoes with a walnut-sized diamond ring glistening
from the little finger of his left
hand, Chamberlain told his literary guests that he was finding it increasingly difficult td
pull on gym suits and sneakers
every day during basketball
season and to run up and down
a hardwood floor with a bunch
of boys.
"It's a bore," he said.
It's particularly a bore to a
millionaire, the highest salaried
athelete in the world who lives
in a palace in Bel Air, Calif.,
that makes the Taj Mahal look

like a shisck in a Dixie corn
field.
"I'm not poverty stricken,"
he Said, emitting the understatement of the year.
The onetime All-American
star at the University of Kansas, who has scored more than
30,000 points and grabbed more
than 22,000 rebounds in a fabulous 15-year pro career, said he
isn't troubled by the pressure
from new and younger stars
such as Kareem Abdul Jabbar
once called Lew Alcindor.
"Sometimes, just for kicks, I
go back and look at pictures of
me when I was young like Jabbar and that kid at UCLA, Bill
Walton," he said. "I don't think
I've slipped much.
"Mentally and physically,
I'm better than I was five
years ago. Bat in my mind,
basketball is not the same. It
doesn't motivate me any
more."

—

Team
W L
Ding Bats
9 3
Thunderbirds
8
Strikeouts
8 4
Go Getters
7 5
Corvette Conquerors
7 5
Top Cats
6 6
Tornadoes
4 8
Road Runners
4 8
Colts
4 8
Cougars
3 9
High Ind Game(SC)
Eric Story
193
_Jeff Reed
-354
Robin Roberts
154
Eddie Requarth
152
High Ind Game(HC)
Eric Story
714
'Eddie Requarth
193
Robin Roberts
193
Jeff Reed
187
Stan Bone
184
•
Hugh Ind. Series(SC)
Eric Stor-w
440
; Stan Bone
363
Tammy Hutson
4-Edefie ffectuarth
C
• "
High Ind Series( PIC I
Eric Story
503
• Michael Pitman
480
Eddie Requ;arth
477
Stan Bone
468
• Mike Reed
467
High Averages
Eric Story
129
RUIN Smith
117
• David Story
113
Jeff Reed
.; 111
Stan Bone
109
Tammy Hutson
Don Hargrove
104
; Eddie Requarth
103
Robin Roberts
103
Steve Thomas
102

VOLLEYBALL
PRAGUE -- Poland defeated
the United States 3-0 to advance ,to the semi-finals of the
Irlernational Men's Volleyball
s Tournament.

Watch Your

FAT-GO
Lose ugly excess weight with the
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
plan. Nothing sensational just
steady weight loss for those that
really want to lose.
A full 12 day supply only $2.50.
The price of two cups of coffee.
Ask Holland drug stork
about the FAT-GO reducing plan
and Start losing weight this week.
Money back Mull if not completely satisfied with weight loss from
the wary first •packsge.
ODIV'T DELAY
gat FAT-GO today.
Only 52 50 at PO f171171 Drug
Store

Johnny buys a scorecard.
Sure enough, that guy in the
bullpen is more than familiar.
He is Russell Peach, a star
pitcher for Murray State
University a year ago.
And now, the smooth-working
southpaw is pitching for the
Baltimore Orioles.
Impossible? A daydream?
No,there's a good chance that
Russell Peach just might be up
there with the best of them, Jim
Palmer, Dave McNally and
Mike Cuellar.
After a standout senior year
at Murray State, Peach was the
15th round draft choice of the
Orioles.

Russell Peach
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
It's early March in 1974 and a
Murray family is vacationing in
Miami, Florida.
Little Johnny, an avid sports
fan, tells his father, that he'd
like to go watch the Baltimore
Orioles in training and maybe
even see an exhibition baseball
game.
Johnny and his family are
sitting in the sun-soaked crowd
and suddenly little Johnny looks
at his father and says, "Daddy,
that guy warming up in the
bullpen for the Orioles looks
familiar."
Dad flips Johnny a dime and

And following a highly successful rookie season this past
summer, it would appear that
the opportunity for advancement is almost certain.
The Orioles have only two left
handers on their regular mound
corps. And one of them, Mike
Cuellar, is in his autumn years
as major league hurler.
In fact, in their whole farm
system, the Orioles have only
five or six southpaws, including
Peach.
Peach was surprised that he
was picked by the Orioles this
past spring.
During his senior year in
which he compiled a 6-2 record
amid a 1.00 earned run average,
the native of Evansville, Indiana, was never even scouted
by Baltimore.
"I thought that I would be
drafted by the Cincinnati
Reds," Peach said.
'I was told by one of their
scouts that they planned on
drafting me.
Peach reported to Bluefield,
West Virginia, in the Rookie
League on June 19.

hue Jean Doesn't
Want Riggs Rematch Tilghman And Madisonville Are
Tied For Lead In Class AA Poll

•

PHILADELPHIA)AP)- Bil- kept pressuring to play a womlie Jean King says she's de- an, and he finally smashed
lighted with the fruits of her re- Margaret Court on Mother's
cent tegnis victory over Bobby Day, so tiiUie Jean agreed to
Riggs, but doesn't want a the nationally-televised match
rematch.
at Houston's Astrodome, which
"I didn't want to play Bobby she won handily in three sets
in the first place, and rejected last week.
"Margaret opened the door, I
the match three years ago and
last January," the pert 29-year- closed it," she said. "There
old Ms. King said Monday of isn't any more reason to play
her much-publicized "battle of Bobby again. We proved Bobby
wrong when he said he could
the sexes" with Riggs.
But the 55-year-old Riggs beat any woman."
But fruits of her decision
over the former Wimbledon and
U.S. Open champion continue to
delight her.
KENTUCKY LAKE
Ms. King, in town to be inBowling League
Team
W L troduced as the playing coach
of Philadelphia's team in the
Mutual of Omaha
8 0
Howard Glass Co
World Team Tennis
8 0 new
Dairt7 Queen
7 1 League (WTT), was received
Fenton & Hodge
6 2
Colonial Bread
6 2 warmly at a noon open-alr
Lindsey's
5 3 gathering and later at a news
All Jersey
5 3 conference
Monday.
Corvette Lanes
4
Motor Parts & Bearings
Two Philadelphia housewives,
4 4
Todd Bros motor Sales
4 4 walking demurely to
lunch,
Palace Drive Inn
3 .3
TV, Service Center
1 5 screamed "Billie Jean!" when
%an*ef-Marrey---,she passed in a Cadillac: You
State Farm Insurance
2 6 were
tremendous. Great! My
Darnell Marine Service
2 6
Gene's Body Shop
2 6 husband was mouthing off so
Team No 4
0 8 bad. He's been doing
dishes
J & S Oil Co
0 8
ever since."
High Team Game (SC)
Lindsey's
931
''Did you hear that?" Billie
Lindsey's
906
State Farm insurance
886 Jean laughed heartily. AttemptHigh Team Game (HC)
ing to imitate the woman's
Lindsey's
1070
Lindsey's
1045 Philadelphia accent, she said:
S
F
.suretiLe
"Mylinabalids--beef-dimg
High Team Series (SC)
Lindsey's
7677 dishes all week.' Beautiful.
State Farm Insurance
7588 Great."
Mutual of Omaha
2579
Billie Jean had the highest
- 'High Team Series (MC)
praise for Riggs, although she
Lindsey's
3094
State Farm Insurance
2996 giggled about how he was
Colonial Bread
7910 down-in-the-mouth
after the
, High Ind Game (SC)
match. John Howland
225
Danny Roberts
"Bobby is great show biz for
220
Tommy Jones Rod Pryer
214
tennis," admitted Billie Jean,
High Ind. Game (HC)
herself a five-time Wimbledon
Rod Pryer
' 253 champ.
McDaniel
J.C.
246
Danny Roberts
240 --She said she didn't bet on
High Ind Series (SC)
their match, but surmised
Steve Seltzer
596
Danny Roberts
586 "Bobby lost some do-re-me."
John Howland
584 She said she didn't know how
High Ind Series (HC)
much.
Rod Pcyer
677
Lyman Dixon
665
Billie Jean, who said she is
Bill Coker
651
Oiasing..rat of _.legirktgurniy
rosy 1k1cc
.
;
hire for the WTT's future, addNamed As Coach
-- Otis W. Hawkins, ing, "I want a winner in PhilaI
delphia, Nurnero Uno in the
a Louisburg, N.C., native, Monday was named head basketbaH WIT. The fans deserve it."
She noted the mixed doubles
coach at Fayetteville State Uniplay "turns everybody on ...
versity, school officials'
.an- it's
very' exciting and fast. I
nounced.
was playing tennis with Arthur
Hawkins, 37, comes to FaAshe in Hilton Head (S:c.) and
yetteville State from the head
he said: 'This is fun." '
basketball coaching position at
Winston-Salem Reynolds High
To Meet In Fight School where he took his team
BOSTON (API to the state 4-A finals this year.
He is a graduate orNOrth New England welterweight
Carolina A&T University where champion Larry Butler of Porthe was an all-CIAA end in foot- land, Maine. will meet Anthony
ball and played.vacsity basket- Gay of-the Bfllish West Indies
in a 10-round teaturtiIiliout Oct.
ball_
Hawkins succeeds the late 4 at .Portland's 'Exposition
unwire-for& SilverThoitiam-r.-Retrgre, vmcr'diect
man reported.
Aug. 19.

BOWLING STANDINGS
Murray AJ BC
Bantam League
Bowling Standings

easily as the Cowboys blew
down the Saints.
Robert Newhouse scored two
touchdowns-one on a threeyard touchdown gallop and the
other on a two-yard pass from
quarterback Roger Staubach.
Calvin Hill bolted seven yards
for a touchdown and was the
game's leading ground gainer
with 71 yards on 13 thursts in
the nationally televised mismatch.
The Cowbozs, who have been
to a record seven consecutive
NFL playoffs, have won 80
games in the last seven years
under Landry.
Landry said it was nice to
win 100 but he'll still take the
24-3 victory over Miami in Super Bowl VI as his personal
highlight.
"The most memorable highlight has to be the Super Bowl
victory," Landry said as he
beamed at his players who
gathered around the cake.
"Go for another hundred,"
the players shouted.
Landry said his low point as
a coach wasn't the disaster
year of 1960 but a 1967 loss to
Green Bay for the NFL title.
-Green Bay had a formidable
team, but I thought we had a
better team," he said of the
"Ice Bowl" game, played in
sub-zero cold.
The Cowboys pulled into a tie
with St. Louis for the lead in
the-National Conference's Eastern Division with the victory at
2-0.
Dallas plays St. Louis next
Sunday.
Landry, who wasn't overly
pleased with his team's 12-3
halftime lead over New Orleans, said, "I didn't see the
cake at halftime.
"I'm glad somebody had
enough confidence in me to
bake it ahead of time."

•

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer

tasted defeat this season, with
the Maroons allowing no more
than one touchdown a game
Paducah Tilghman, undesince the opener while scoring
feated in four games, surged
into a tie with Madisonville to- 154 points in five games.
Louisville Trinity and Richday for the No. 1 Class AA
mond Madison retained control
ranking in the Associated Press
of Class AAA and Class A, reKentucky High School Football
spectively, in votes from a panPoll.
el of 12 sportswriters and
Tilghman has rolled up 157 sportscasters.
points while allowing all oppoLouisa, with Drexel Short firnents a total of nine, including ing three touchdown passes,
the Tornado's 41-3 thrashing of dumped Lewis County 49-6 for
Hopkinsville last weekend.
the Bulldogs' fourth straight
Madisonville also
hasn't victory and moved into the No.

2 slot in Class A.
Louisa's rise from seventh
place last week deposed Lynch
from the top five in Class A.
Lynch had been No. 4, but fell
to an 11th place tie after a 24-20
victory over Paintsville.
Boyd County drew attentionand a rise from eighth to fifth
in Class AA-with a 56-6 victory
over Evarts, the Lions' fourth
triumph of the season to go
with a tie with Huntington
East.
Lexington Lafayette also returned to the top five in Class
AA, taking the fourth position
of the Tates Creek team the
Generals thumped 28-6 last Friday.
Somerset fell from fifth to
sixth and Tates Creek, with
only the Lafayette loss to mar
its record this season, plunged
By BOB COOPERa bl fat. 'at in the Tide's victo- from fourth to a sixth place_de
Associated Peess Sports Writer rY.
with two other teams.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) In Class AAA, Jefferson
"But it also was their depth,"
Frank LeMaster not only
LeMaster said. "I guess I must County, the only major change
wasn't surprised at Kentucky's
have seen four or five different was a move by Pleasure Ridge
outstanding performance
fullbacks during the after- Park from sixth to fifth and the
against mighty Alabama last
drop of Butler, still undefeated,
noon."
Saturday, he thinks things will
from third to sixth.
LeMaster, a 6-foot-2 senior,
get even better for the WildThere are still 19 unbeaten,
a.love for hardahit.
-eats.
•
untIecl-TW—
rns iti the state and
ling combat on the football
seven of them drew no votes
LeMaster was a main defenfield, but isn't that way at all
sive cog in the Kentucky mafrom the panel members: East
at home.
chine that held Alabama scoreHardin, Madison Central, Ca"I guess you'd call me an wood,Campbellsville
less for a half while the offense
, Anderson
put 14 points on the board in a easy-going guy; I'm a different County, Estill County and Elregular
person
in
life," he said. khorn City.
stunning display that 'finally
The younger brother of forweakened with Alabama taking
The others are Trinity, St.
mer Kentucky basketball play- Xavier, Bishop
a 28-14 victory.
David, Atheer Jim LeMaster, Frank said rton, Valley, Tilghman,
Lone
"I just hope this is the only he doesn't even really try
in Oak, Madisonville, Dixie
loss we have this season. I hope practice to hit his hardest,
,/ Heights, Harrodsburg,
Paris,
we beat a lot of people and go
"You build up all week to- Berea and Louisa.
to a bowl," LeMaster said.
ward a game. Sure,you. try to
CLASS AAA
The 218-pound linebacker get in good practices and some
60
from Lexington, who was days you feel good and some 1. Trinity (121
2. St. Xavier
45
named Southeastern Lineman days not.
3. Valley ,
310
of the Week by The Associated
"But you can't afford to beat 4. Bishop David
22
Press Tuesday, had 14 solo
everybody to death on your 5. Pleasure Ridge
10
tackles and. yP11,Wifellt
C.
ta -mem
-tice
isawri -tesimv-Pas,
este.n.--Fratitat frl'C'etierffrt,'"
an thigi that most of
Atherton 1. CLASS AA
them probably came in the first learning process," he said.
50
half.
LeMaster, like football fans I. Madisonville (6) ,
50
everywhere, was surprised at 2. Tilghman (5)
He explained that his position Kentucky's 14-0
23
halftime lead, 3. Bryan Station
as anchor linebacker sends him
16
"but I thought all week that 4. Lafayette
against the opposing quarter- Alabama wouldn't
10
score as 5. Boyd Co.
back on the option play-"and
Others: Somerset I 1) 9; Henmany points on us as everythat's what they were running
ry Clay 5; Dixie Heights, Tates
body thought."
at us in that first half."
Creek and Union Co. 4; Lone
friend, who attended the
A
Master said the front wall
Oak 3; Christian Co. 2. CLASS
Tennessee
last weekof Kentucky's line was the key game at
A
to his success. "With the ends end, said the announcer gave 1. Madison (6)
53
added
score
and
that
he
the
keying on the tailback I who
2. Louisa (4)
.
33
would take,the pitch on the op- didn't believe it," LeMaster 3. .Harrodsburg (1)
31
said.
tion) the quarterback was keep4. Paris41)
22
ing it and we acere‘ getting to
The 21-year-old LeMaster 5. Frankfort
10
him," he said.
said he has been playing footOthers: Glasgow and Tom9'
was
and
hoped pkinsville 5; Berea, Todd CenAn the - second period then- ball since he
fourth-ranked Alabama simply for a profeSaiiinal career 'It I tral and 'lvigg Co. 4: Mount
faked,-an option and let the full- get a shot at it: Otherwise. I'll Sterling 3; Beechwood
back"'cross ihteLthe center-1T- coach Wairgo-r Yeetyllie tt "Lyn&
iro-yd Co., Fairview
the line and that maneuver was work with kids."
and Murray 1

LeMaster Predicts A
Better Wildcat Team

Just before his arrival, the
ballpark at Bluefield burned
down.
Peach did some burning of his
Nen in his first appearance with

41uefield.
His first professional game
was against the Covington
Astros.
Peach went five innings, gave
mupenonine pickingrtinand
reclitv
se feenr
upfanned
credit
the win.
He calls that game the best
that he has ever pitched.
What was it like for Peach,
pitching and getting paid for it
for the first time in his life?
"'There was a lot of pressure,
but I didn't have any trouble
getting psyched up for the
game."
During his stay at Bluefield,
Peach wan five games and lost
only one.
His E.R.A. of 1.87 ranked him
fourth in the league and he had
a strikeout average of over one
per inning.
In 54 innings at Bluefield,
Peach sent 63 batters down on
strikes.
His assortrhent of pitches
would compare to the variety of
candies in a chocolate shop.
Peach has an 'excellent
fastball, a wicked slider, a
change, a sharp-breaking
curve, a knuckleball and a
knuckle curve, a pitch he
acquired over the summer.
What was it like playing in a
small town like Bluefield and
traveling by bus through the
Appalachian Mountains?
"There wasn't much of
anything in Bluefield except
mountains.
"After the park burned down,
they put up some temporary
bleachers. Usually, four or 500
people would turn out for our
games.
"All of our traveling was by
bus. It really got to be tiring at
times. Of course, there weren't
any long road trips so actually
it's not that bad.
"Sometimes we'd get in late
at night and have to be-at the
ballpark early the next • morning."
On July 30, Peach took the
second step toward the majors.
He was called by Miami of the
Class A Florida State League.
The stadium at Miami seats
11,000 people and it is the spring
training home of the parent
ballclub.
In his first game in that
stadium, Peach gave up one run
in six innings, was taken out for

nal

a pinch-hitter and was charged
with the loss as his team
stumbled 4-1.
But his tough luck loss didn't
get him down.
A couple of days later, Peach
got credit for two wins as Miami
won a doubleheader.
He came in as a relief hurler
in the seventh inning of a
suspended game, got three outs
and in the bottom of the inning,
Miami scored to give-Peach the
victory.
Peach started the next game
and pitched a five-hit, 2-1 victory.
He drove in the winning run
with a single in the sixth inning
of the nightcap.
He concluded his season at
Miami by winning five games
while losing . one and compiling
an earned run average of less
than two per game.
The most earned runs that
Peach gave in any game all
summer came in a playoff
game in the Class A Florida
State League.
In that game, Peach gave up
three runs and was charged
with the loss.
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On March 13, 1974, Russell
Peach will report again to
Miami.
This time, he will be with the
Baltimore Orioles.
Whether or not he can remain
with the parent club remains to
be seen.
He hopes to at least be playing
Class AA next season.
But....there's alwayt that
chance.
"I'm going to give myself
three years to make the major
leagues.
After that,-if I'm not there, I
would have to start looking for
something else," Peach said.
But you can bet, that after his
successful summer, the Orioles
are going to be looking at
Russell Peach.
=
And someday, the fans in
Baltimore's Memorial Stadium
may well be, too.
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The most welcome gift of all is
Bulova Accutron ...the watch that
will keep them on time wherever
they go. So precise is the electronically-powered tuning lark
movement, that accuracy is guaran.
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READY TO PLAY—The Murray State Univenity Women's Intercollegiate Volleyball team will open its official seasoh this
eekend with a round robin tournament at the University School gym Friday night. Members of the team are left to right, Sharon
Board, Cynthia Madigan, Nancy Lemaster, Ann Curtsinger, Clara Phenton Karsner, Carol Metcalf, Linda Arnold, Marianne
Malone, Cindy Leimbach,Terry Bennett, Mary Pallo, Linda Rudolph, Glenda Rudolph and JoAnne Tarbox.
Stitr.){1•=.47•C.C.C.C.C.0{2.C.C:IC

MSU Volleyball Team
To Open This Weekend
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
For two years, the Murray
State University Women's
Intercollegiate volleyball team
has been the bridesmaid.
But this season, the team is
hoping to again make the trip to
the state championships and
win the title this season instead
of finishing second.
The team will begin working
toward that goal tonight when
they
a
play
pre-season
at
the
scrimmage game
University of Tennessee at
Martin.
The season will officially open
September 28 with a four team
round robin tournament to be
played at the University School
gymnasium.
Besides Murray, Mississippi
State College for Women,

By THE ASSOCIATED-PRE&
Tennessee Coach Bill Battle
isn't saying much about this
weekend's football contest with
much
Auburn. There isn't
doubt, however, that Battle especially wants to win this one.
The youthful Vol coach has

NASHVILLE, Tetui. (AP )—
Greg Stubbs of East Tennessee
State rolled up 123 yards and
three touchdowns Saturday as
the Buccaneers swamped Eastern Kentucky.
Murray States Mark Hickman stopped 12 Tennessee Tech
ballcarriers, had five assists,
one interception and three
blocked passes as the Racers
edged the Golden Eagles 18-17.
For their performances,
Stubbs and __Hickman war
named players of the week in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Stubbs, a native of Glenview,
Ga., is a 170-pound 6-footer.
Hickman, another Georgian, is
from Atlanta. He is 5-11 and

ISM

All home matches will be
played at the University School
gym with Friday night games to
be played from 6 p.m. until 10
p.m. at Saturday contests from
9 a.m. until noon.
E. Nan K. Ward is the coach
of the team with Shirley Wilfred

and graduate student David
Crockett assisting.
"Although we are inexperienced, the hustle and
dedication of this year's squad
should give us another good
season," Coach Ward said.

The public is invited to attend
the home games and no admission is charged.
Members of the team are
Linda Arnold, junior, Murray;
Terry Bennett, freshman,
Flat wood, Kentucky; Sharon
Board, senior, Princeton; Ann
Curtsinger, sophomore,
Louisville; Clara Phenton
Karsner, senior, Frankfort;
Cindy Leimbach, freshmen,
Ashland; Nancy Lemaster,
iophomore, New Carlisle, Ohio;

Cynthia Madigan, freshman,
Springfield, Illinois; Marianne
sophomore,
Malone,
B.
Ashland, Ohio; Carol Metcalf,
freshman, Louisville; Mary
Pallo, senior, Flat River,
Missouri; Glenda Rudolph,
sophomore, Paducah; Linda
Rudolph, soptunore, Paducah,
JoAnne Tarbox, junior, Commack, New York.

Tennessee Coach Isn't Saying
Much About Battle With Auburn

Mark Hickman
Named As The
Player Of Week

4,4

Florence
and
State
the
University of Mississippi will
enter as representatives.
Other home dates are October
12 and 13 ( Southwestern Memphis ), November 2 and 3
Martin,
( Bellarmine, UT
Lambuth, Kentucky State,
Austin
Peay,
Southeast
Missouri and Peabody).

weighs 178.
East Tennessee moved into
the top position in the OVC
standings, followed by Morehead, Murray, Western Kentucky, EasWn Kentucky, Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee and
Tennessee Tech.

enjoyed three highly successful
seasons at Tennessee and only
one team has beaten him all
three years. You guessed it—
Auburn.
The Tigers and the Vols collide Saturday afternoon in
Knoxville, Tenn., in an early
test of Southeastern Conference
powers.
Tennessee heard a scouting
report Monday on Auburn and
Battle then named all seniors
as captains for the game. He
said their leadership will be
needed throughout the week.
Auburn, meanwhile, held a
light one-hour workout in shorts
and saw films of Tennessee.
Coach Ralph "Shug" Jordan
skipped the usual scrimmage
session but otherwise it was a

whipped
workout

without pads and emphasized
all phases of the kicking game
as the Tigers prepared for Saturday's collision with Rice.
Georgia also put in a twohour session and watched films
of North Carolina State, the
team the Bulldogs meet Saturday at Athens, Ga.
Mississippi began preparations for Saturday's intrastate
Southern
with
struggle
Mississippi, still looking for a

quarterback. - - - Kenny Lyons,_trying a comeback after missing most of the
past two seasons with injuries,
was replaced by sophomore
Stan Bounds last weekend durscrimmaged the second offense ing the game with .Memphis
against the second defense.---i- State.
Vanderbilt worked an correctCoach Billy Kinard declined
4)- - to Itontriate either Lyons or
ing mistakes made in its-ing at the hands of Mississippi Bounds or his No. 1 quarterState last weekend.
back and said the decision
Florida worked out in shorts won't be made until the end of
and held light drills to familiarize the team with Mississippi
State's offense. Much of the
workout was on punting. The
Gators meet State this weekend.
Georgia Tech spent most of
the day in the film room watching movies of Saturday's opponent, Clemson. The Jackets
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Louisiana
through a two-hour

"typical Monday workout." - •
Another conference clash-this
weekend sends 'Alabama to
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The Crimson Tide worked on
its game plan Monday and
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Standings
ZiCkrZ/CtiCiiC.C.CDCii0.C.C.C.C3C
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
W.? L. Pct. G.B.
Eas
93 62 .600 —
84 72 .538 9, 2
83 73 .532 10',''a
77 79 .494 16/
2
1
72 83 465 21
r
ee
Milwaukee
2.
1
68 88 .436 25/
Cleveland
West
65
9
—
586
Oakland
85 71 545
Kansas City
78 78 500 1314
Minnesota
75 81. .481 16'
California
2
/
75 81 481 161
54 103 344 38
Texas
Ch'caq°
Monday's Games
Boston 14. Detroit 0
Minnesota 7 Oakland 6
California 10, Texas 9
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston (More? 11 2) at Cleve,
land (Timmerman 8.7), N
Detroit (Perry 14 121 at Bait)
more (Jefferson 551, N
New York (Peterson 815) at
Milwaukee (Champion 5.8), N
Kansas City (Busby 14 151 at
Chicago (Forster 69), N
7-5) at
Minnesota (Corbin
Oakland Dobson 0-01, N
Texas ( Dunncng 1 8) at call
tornia (Singer 19 13), N
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota at Oakland, N
Texas at California. N
Kansas City at Chicago, N
New York at Milwaukee, N
Boston at Cleveland
Detroit at Baltimore, N
National League
East
W L. Pct. G.B.
79 77 506 —
New York
78 77 503 /
2
1
Pittsburgh
76 80 487 3
St Louis
3.1
48.4
81
76
Montreal
,
75 130 484 30
Chicago
69 87 442 10,
Philadelphia
West
97 60 618 —
Cincinnati
91 66 580 6
Los Angeles
86 71 548 11
Francisc0
San
2
/
79 79 500 181
Houston
75 82 478 22
Atlanta
58 99 369 39
San Diego
Monday's Games
Montreal 5 0, Pittsburgh 4 3
Cincinnati 2, San Diego '
Houston 10, San Francisco 6
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles (Messersm at, 14
10), at Atlanta (P.Niekro 139),
Baltimore
Boston
Detroit

San Diego. (Gre)f 10 16) at
Cincinnati (Billingham )8 91 N
Montreal (Rogers 94) at New
York (Koosman 12.15), N
Philadelphia (carifon 12-19)
at Pittsburgh (Rooker 9.5), N
San Francisco (D'Acquisto 10) at Houston (Griffin 3-6), N
Chicago (Jenkins 13-15) at St.
Louis (Foster 139), N •
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at New York N
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh N
Chicago at St Louis. N
Los Angeles at Atlanta N
San Diego at Cincinnati N
San Francisco at I-loustor N

Aaron At A
Glance
1973 Home Runs
Sept
Most Recent
1973 Garnes Remaining
Ruth's Record
Aaron's Recmci__
-7—
Aaron's Magic —Number

39
22,_
5
714
712

Aaron and the Braves were
not scheduled Monday night
They open a three game series
at home against Los Angeles
tonight

nipped Oakland 7-6.
The Reds took the traditional
champagne shower in stride
after clinching the NL West. "I
think we're more subdued this
time," said catcher Johnny
Bench. "We're waiting for the
third step — the World Series
— rather than getting excited
over the first one."
The Reds also won West titles
and NL pennants in 1970 and
1972 only to be beaten in the
Series both times.
One guy who did get worked
up over the clinching was pitcher Dick Etaney, who hasn't been
through this before. "It's the
ultimate," said Raney, "the
day I dreamed about as a kid."
Raney, who spent the first
part of this season being cut by
two minor league clubs, got to
pitch the clincher and earned
the victory on home runs by
Tony Perez and Andy Kosco. •

The Reds' clinching victory
was their 58th in 81 games
since July 1 when they were 11
games behind.
Expos 5-0, Pirates 4-3
Willie Stargell homered in
each game as Pittsburgh split
with Montreal, losing the first
game 5-4 but taking the nightcap 3-0. The two homers gave
the Pirate slugger 44, tops in
the majors. He has had 32 hits
in 90 at bats with eight homers
and 24 runs batted in this
month.
Their first game loss left the
Pirates even in that important
category with idle New York.
The Mets have six games remaining and the Pirates, who
have one less victory than ;"Jew
York, have seven to play.
Mike Marshall nailed down
the Expos' first game victory,
picking up his 30th save of the
season when he retired Al Oh -

ver with runners at second and
third in the ninth inning.
The nightcap belonged to
Stargell, who homered, made
an outstanding catch on Ken
Singleton and threw out a runner trying to score.
Astros 10, Giants 6
Lee May and Cesar Cedent)
crashed home runs, leading
Houston to a 10-6 victory over

San Francisco. May's homer
was his 28th and Cedeno's
three-run shot was No. 24 for
him.
Jerry Reuss earned the victory with ninth inning help from
Ken Forsch.
Red Sox 14, Tigers 0
Boston moved one game
ahead of Detroit in the struggle
for second place in the American League East, walloping the
Tigers 14-0.
Tommy Harper's grand slam
home run paced the Red Sox
attack with Carl Yastrzemski
and Reggie Smith also tagging
Boston home runs.
Calllornia 10, Texas 9
Lee Stanton's pinch double
capped a two-out ninth inning
rally that carried California
past Texas, 10-9.
The Rangers had scored sevspots. Penn State thumped
Navy 39-0, Notre Dame bat- en runs in the top of the ninth
tered Northwestern 44-0, Okla- to take the lead but the Angels
homa was idle, Tennessee loaded the bases in the bottom
downed Army 37-18 and Loui- of the ninth with two out. A
siana State defeated Texas pair of walks to Richie Scheinblum and Charlie Sands forced
A&M 28-23.
Auburn climbed from 12th to home two runs before Stanton
11th by blanking UT-Chat- delivered the decisive hit.
Alex Johnson had three sintanooga 31-0. while Oklahoma
State }Limped from 17th to 12th gles and three RBIs for Texas.
Twins 7, A's 6
following a 38-6 rout of ArMinnesota
roared from bekansas.
Rounding out the Second Ten hind with five runs in the sevare Arizona State, Texas. Hous- enth inning, two of them on a
ton, Florida, UCLA, Miami, double by George Mitterwald,
North Carolina State and Mis- to overtake Oakland 7-6.
Reggie Jackson blasted a
souri.
Last week's Second Ten con- three-run homer for the A's, his
sisted of ISU,-Auburn, Arizona 32nd of the season but first
State, N.C. State, Florida, since Aug. 22.
Oakland Manager Dick WilHouston, Oklahoma, UCLA,
Colorado and Dowling Green liams, preparing for a possible
World Series when his pitchers
and Missouri tied for 20th.
Colorado, which lost its open- will have to bat, used four of
er to ISU, barely beat Wiscon- them as pinch hitters. Catfish
sin 28-25 and fell from the Top Hunter singled, Ken Holtzman
walked, Darold Knowles delivTwenty.
ered a sacrifice fly and Vida
The Top Twenty with first
Bluegu.
place votes in parentheses, sea

Southern....Cal Still Holding
Lead In College Grid Poll
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Southern California, Nebraska and Ohio State continued to
run 1-2-3 today in The Associated Press college football
rankings while Louisiana State
replaced Texas in the Top Ten.
Southern California, which
has been No. 1 since the first
week of the 1972 season, ran its
1973 record to 2-0 by defeating
Georgia Tech 23-6. The Trojans
received 36 first-place votes
and 1,120 points from the 61
sports writers and broadcasters
who voted in this week's poll.
Twelve first-place votes and
1,022 points went to Nebraska,
which rallied with three touchdowns in the fourth quarter -to
turn back North Carolina &kale,
dropping the Wolfpack from
14th to 19th.
Ohio State was idle last weekend following a 56-7 openinggame rout of Minnesota and

the Buckeyes polled eight firstplace ballots and 955 points.
last week, the spread was 1,106-995-944.
Michigan received one vote
for the top spot and 844 after
trimming Stanford 47-10 and
the Wolverines climbed from
fifth place to fourth. Alabama
slipped from fourth to fifth with
one first-place vote and 766
points when the Crimson Tide
had to rally from a 14-0 halftime Cleficit to beat Kentucky
28-14.
Texas, sixth last week, was
upset by Miami of Florida 20-15
and skidded to 14th while
Miami, which hadn't received a
single vote all season, moved
into 18th place. .-With Texas dropping out of
the Top Ten, Penn State, Notre
Dame, Oklahoma, Tennessee
and Louisiana State all moved
up one position into the 6-7-8-910.

Vanderbilt Defeats
Racer Soccer Team
By Mike Brandon
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Murray State played two
soccer games Saturday afternoon at Cutchin Stadium.
The Racers won the first
game 2-0 but lost the second
game 5-0.
unfortunately, the
But
records show, only one game
was played and Murray was
saddled with a 5-2 loss by
Vanderbilt University.
"In the first half, we tried to
play offensively," Coach John
Polacek said.

Americans Favored In
John Player Classic
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
TURNBERRY,Scotland(AP)

By HAL BOCK .
Associated Press Sports Writer
...and then, there was one.
The third of baseball's four
divisional races was settled
Monday night when the Cincinnati Reds nailed down their
third National League West
crown in four seasons by defeating San Diego 2-1.
That leaves only the NL East
still undecided with five teams
still alive in the season's final
week. Pittsburgh remains onehalf game behind the New York
Mets there after splitting a
twilight doubleheader with
Montreal.
The second place Pirates lost
the opener to the Expos 5-4 but
took the nightcap 3-0. Elsewhere in the NL, it was Houston 10, San Francisco 6. In the
American League, Boston walloped Detroit 14-0, California
beat Texas 10-9 and Minnesota

and then after that, Vanderbilt
took charge and scored four
times in the second half.
"We lack the experience and
the depth," Polacek said.
"We have a definite problem
outside, both on the left and
right.
But we have eight more
games left in the season and I
hope that we can start winning a
few soon," Polacek added.
Murray will get another
chance for a win this Saturday
when the Racers entertain
Bellarmine at Cutchin Stadium
at 1 p.m.

"It worked well too. But in the
Murray is now 0-1-1 for the
second half, they simply con- young season
trolled the game on us.
Vanderbilt came into the
2-0 season
contest with a
record.
Murray took the lead in the
ninth minute of the game when
Greg Gelholt scored to break a
scoreless tie.
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
Bowling League
The lead held at 1-0 through
L
114
Team
most of the first half until the 34 Rolling Stones
5
11
6'
9,
minute mark when Pat Francis Rollers,
7
9
scored to give Murray a 2-0 lead Misfits
7
9
Pin Drops '74
which the Racers held at in- Dreamers
8'2 7'
9
7
FOLK Aces
termission.
Patriots
10
6
Murray missed one op- Ding A Lings
12
4
portunity to score in the half,
High Team Games LSC)
644
Rolling Stonel
shortly before intermission.
• 58?
Dino A Linos
Freshman Ben Tabrizzi Pin Droolt
Set
High Team Games (HC)
missed a close shot and the ball
806
Rolling Stones
hit only inches from the net
799
Pin Drops '74
743
After 12 minutes of the second Ding A Linqs
High
(SC)
Series
Team
half, Vanderbilt Finally scored Rolling Stones
-1741'
4,*Aux,Jd, ;4„ lasibrayvniso.ti.
1•9A.444A)
1559
Murray's goalie saved a tie Ding A Linos
Hugh Team Series (HC)
with a save on a penalty shot Rolling Stones
2277

BOW
STANDINGS
7

Among those are deft little
Gary Player of South Africa,
defending title-holder Bob
of
— A tough tour-tested cadre '
Charles .of New Zealand, and
American pros—most of them
all but one of Britain's Ryder
members of the victorious Ry- Cup teant, beaten just last
)t-anOup tzenvi-LivattAmoverm.ttio
favorites for Europe's richeA Muirsfield on the opposite coast
golf tournament, the $150,000 of Scotland.
2216
Dreamers
John Player Classic.
7193
Pin Dfops
The only absentee is rangy
Among thett are Arnold
Nigh Ind. Games (SC)
Palmery - -Garr -Brewer;- Tons
204
Sondra Rice
United
States
to
qualia
seek
Weiskopf, Johnny Miller, Tom.
199
Glenda Hill
•
fying spot in the American
197
"
Morton
Margaret
Rodriguez
Chi
Chi
my Aaron,
PGA school as a regular tourist
High Ind. Game (HC)
and Charles Goody.
255
Registration for some of the oayle Eonor
on the U.S. tour next year.
Dave Hill was supposed to be
Sondra Rice
735
fall classes are now open at the Glenda Hill
733
the
but
in the U.S. aggregation,
The British-Irish Ryder Cup- city park
7 High Ind. Series (SC)
controversial American star pers include such stand-outs as
563
A basketball clinic will be Glenda Hill
Pat Scott
574
withdrew Monday because of Ireland's 48-year-old former
held on Monday and Wednesday Sondra Rice
518
injury and illness.
John Player winner Christy afternoon starting at 3:80 will
• High Ind. Series (14C)
Glenda Hill
The 72-hole event begins O'Connor, former British and
665
begin Wednesday.
641
Gayle Egnor
Wednesday on the 7,070-yard U.S. Open champion Tony
•
at Scott
679
The free clinic Will be open to
a
par-71 Titrnberry golf course,
High Averages
Jacklin, massive Scot Brian boys who wish to learn the
Margaret Morton e
163
wialtiswept seaside links just-off Barnes, balcling veteran Neil
lolamentals oflOtetball.
jenci4 ttill
thityTrIth
,r5rer-wwiira 7isuie7115 Ill The classes will be conditcted sonora P,ca.„I▪S
. 159
Jane Buchanan
0,_Opposing the American mil- the last- British Open and galat the city park courts.
il5F1
Mary Smith
lionaires is a formidebte kt_rrig lant lIttleldaurice lemtrilge
The fall tennis classes will-beof international tireini in*this who fougtit Jack Nicklaus to a offered on an hourly basis on Kay Addison
150
.144
Hilda Bennett
event, which includes only 36 standstilAver four matches in
144
Tuesday and Thursday.
Jane Knight
players in its starting field.
the Ryder Cup.

Classes Offered
At The City Park

son records and total points
Points tabulated on basis Of 70
18 4.14 12 10-9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
1. 50. Calif. (36) 200 1,120
7.'Nebraska (12) 2 0 0 1,022
3 Ohio St. RI
1 0 0 • 955
844
700
--I. /AMT. (1)
766
20 0
S. Alabama (1)
654
6. Penn St. (2)
20 0
585
7. N. Dame
1 00
an
1-0-0
8. Okla. (1)
9, Tenn.
366
20.0
781
10. LSU
200
11. Auburn
239
2 00
12 Okla. St.
700
197
13. Ariz. St.
166
2-0-0
14. Texas
010
_
.is. Houston
92
200
16. FJorida
200
66
1 10
17. UCLA
60 .
-.100
59
16. Miami
19. N C. Si.
2-1 0
53
70. Missouri
2-00., •
36
Others receiving vote', listed
alphabetically: Air Force, Art.
zone, Bowling Green, ColoradO,
Illinois, Iowa State, Kansas,
Kent State, Memphis
St
Miami.of Ohio, Southern Meth
Texas
Tulane,
Tech,
°dist,
Utah. West Virginia.
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IS THE LARGEST
SELLING CIGAR
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Fall Fix-up
- Special
Pre-Finished Paneling
Four Colors to Choose From
$315 per 4o8 panel
Cash and Carry

Armstrong Ceiling Tile
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Driveway Seale
For Blacktop Driveways
$535 per 5 gallon
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Tom Landry Gets 100tiviNin As_RUSSO1 Peach: He Might
Cowboys Plaster New Orleans Be There With The Best
By DENNE H. FREEMAN of 1960, when the Cowboys had
Associated Press Sports Writer an 0-11-1 record.
In the other locker room,
DALLAS i AP) - Bob Lilly
and Lee Roy Jordan gave their New Orleans Coach John North
leader a cake and a game ball sat slumped over his bench,
celebrating Tom Landry's 100th still looking for his first NFL
victory as a National Football victory after two tries.
League coach, but the Dallas
"I know what he (North)
Cowboys' mentor couldn't help must feel, but they'll eat somefeeling compassion for the guy body," Landry said. -He's got
in the other dressing room.
a tough go ahead of him. I
landry's Cowboys mauled went through the same thing.
New Orleans 40-3 Monday night But if his owners have conlike teams used to batter Dal- fidence in him and get some
las back in the expansion year players, he could do it too."

Olandry, who now stands 10076-6 in his 13th year as the only
coach Dallas has ever had, said
of attaining the century mark,
"It's quite a milestone to
reach. I'm just glad to be
around that long.
"Longevity is more important
than anything. I'm glad the
owners stuck with me through
the lean years and gave me the
oanortunity to win."
Landry, who is now the 10th
NFL coach in the 100-victories
ledger, leaned over and blew
out the candles on his cake as

Chamberlin Admits He's Tired
Of Professional Basketball
By WILL GRIMSLE1'
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (API - Basketball has become a $500,000-ayear bore for Wilt Chamberlain.
"It's true that I don't get any
fun out of training any more,
and I even find it tough to get
ready for game after game,"
the 7-foot-1 millionaire ball dunker acknowledges.
"I have done a lot of soul
searching on the matter.
Frankly, I just don't know what
is the alternative for me."
The 37-year-old all-time great
of the National Basketball Association debatecltoday alternatives open to few men-whether
to play another year for the
Los Angeles Lakers of the NBA
or accept a $600,000 offer from
the San Diego C,onquistadors,of
the rival American Basketball
Association.
"Money is not a factor-I've
just got to decide whether I
want to continue playing basketball. It has taken most of
my life, but do I owe my whole
life to it?
"Maybe I'd rather be a civilian."
Chamberlain flew into New
York Monday to plug his autobiography, which is appropriately entitled "WILT," with
the intriguing sub-title, "Just
Like Any Other 7-Foot Black
Millionaire Who Lives Next
Door."

merable controversies and even
his sex life.
"I guess I'm something of a
sex symbol to a lot of girls," he
said with unconcealed pride. He
indicated that strange girls
give him more trouble than a
zone defense.
Nattily attired in a yellow
plaid jacket, blue slacks and
yellow shoes with a walnut-sized diamond ring glistening
from the little finger of his left
hand, Chamberlain told his literary guests that he was finding it increasingly difficult to
pull on gym suits and sneakers
every day during basketball
season and to run up and down
a hardwood floor with a bunch
of boys.
"It's a bore," he said.
It's particularly a bore to a
millionaire, the highest salaried
athelete in the world who lives
in a palace in Bel Air, Calif.,
that makes the Taj Mahal look

like a shack in a Dixie corn
field.
"I'm not poverty stricken,"
he said, emitting the understatement of the year.
The onetime All-American
star at the University of Kansas, who has scored more than
30,000 points and grabbed more
than 22,000 rebounds in a fabulous 15-year pro career, said he
isn't troubled by the pressure
from new and younger stars
such as Kareem Abdul Jabbar
once called Lew Alcindor.
"Sometimes, just for kicks, I
go back and look at pictures of
me when I was young like Jabber and that kid at UCLA, Bill
Walton," he said. "I don't think
I've slipped much.
"Mentally and physically,
I'm better than I was five
years ago. But in my mind,
basketball is not the same. It
doesn't motivate me any
more

BOWLING STANDINGS

111
109
108
104
103
103
102

VOLLEYBALL
PRAGUE - Poland defeated
the United States 3-0 to advance to the semVinals of the
International Men's Volleyball

Watch Your

FAT-GO
•

Lose ugly excess weight with the
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
plan. Nothing sensational just
steady weight loss for those that
really want to lose.
A full 12 day supply only $2.50.
The price of two cups of coffee.
Ask Holland drug store
about the FAT-GO reduciog plan
and start losing weight this week,

Money back in full if not completely satisfied ."1-±1,..gej,ght !paktum
—71 -Thl-v.eri Gs( Package.

DON'T DELAY
oats FAT-GO toda
Only 52 50 at Holland Drug .
Store

Johnny buys a scorecard.
Sure enough, that guy in the
bullpen is more than familiar.
He is Russell Peach, a star
pitcher for Murray State
University a year ago.
And now, the smooth-working
southpaw is pitching for the
Baltimore Orioles.
Impossible? A daydream?
No,there's a good chance that
Russell Peach just might be up
there with the best of them, Jim
Palmer, Dave McNally and
Mike Cuellar.
After a standout senior year
at Murray State, Peach was the
15th round draft choice of the
Orioles.

Russell Peach
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
It's early March in 1974 and a
Murray family is vacationing in
Miami, Florida.
Little Johnny, an avid sports
fan, tells his father, that he'd
like to go watch the Baltimore
Orioles in training and maybe
even see an exhibition baseball
game.
Johnny and his family are
sitting in the sun-soaked crowd
and suddenly little Johnny looks
at his father and says, "Daddy,
that guy warming up in- the
bullpen for the Orioles looks
familiar."
Dad flips Johnny a dime and

And following a highly successful rookie season this past
summer, it would appear that
the opportunity for advancement is almost certain.
The Orioles have only two left
handers on their regular mound
corps. And one of them, Mike
Cuellar, is in his autumn years
as major league hurler.
In fact, in their whole farm
system, the Orioles have only
five or six southpaws, including
Peach.
Peach was surprised that he
was picked by the Orioles this
past spring.
During his senior year in
which he compiled a 6-2 record
and a 1.00 earned run average,
the native of Evansville, Indiana, was never even scouted
by Baltimore.
"I thought that I would be
drafted by the Cincinnati
Reds," Peach said.
"I was told by one of their
scouts that they-. planned on
drafting me.
Peach reported to Bluefield,
West Virginia, in the Rookie
League on June 19.

Billie Jean Doesn't
Want Riggs Rematch Tilghman And Madisonville Are
Tied For Lead In Class AA Poll

PHILADELPHIA(AP)-Bil- kept pressuring to play a womlie Jean King says she's de- an, and he finally smashed
lighted with the fruits of her re- Margaret Court on Mother's
cent tennis victory over Bobby Day, so Billie Jean agreed to
Riggs, but doesn't want a the nationally-televised match
at Houston's Astrodome, which
rematch.
"I didn't want to play Bobby she won handily in three sets
in the first place, and rejected last week.
"Margaret opened the door, I
the match three years ago and
last January," the pert 29-year- closed it," she said. "There
The book deals in depth with old Ms. King said Monday of isn't any more reason to play
his early life in a Philadelphia her much-publicized "battle of Bobby again. We proved Bobby
ghetto hustling pennies, his rise the sexes" with Riggs.
wrong when he said he could
to basketball stardom, the innuBut the 55-year-old Riggs beat any woman."
But fruits of her decision
over the former Wimbledon and
U.S. Open champion continue to
delight
her.
Murray AJBC
KENTUCKY LAKE
Ms. King, in town to be inBantam League
Bowling League
Bowling Standings
Team
W L troduced as the playing coach
Team
W L
of Philadelphia's team in the
Ding Bats
9 3
Mutual of Omaha
ThunderbirdS
,8 4
new World Team Tennis
Howard Glass Co.
8
Strikeouts
8
Dairy Queen
7
League ( WIT ), was received
Go Getters
7 5
Fenton & Hodge
6 2
Corvette Conquerors
7 5
Colonial Bread
6 2 warmly at a noon open-air
Top Cats
66
Lindsey's
5 3 gathering and later at a news
Tornadoes
8
All Jersey
3 conference
Monday.
Road Runners
4 8
Corvette Lanes
4
Colts
4 8
Motor Parts 8. Bearings
Two Philadelphia housewives,
4 4
Cougars
39
Todd Bros Motor Sales
4 walking demurely to lunch,
High Ind Game(SC)
Palace Drive Inn
35
Eric Story
T V. SerVIrCe Center
—3 3-1- screamed "Billie-Jean!" when
Jeff Reed
Bank Of Murray
156
3 5 she passed in a Cadillac. "You
Robin Roberts
154
State Farm Insurance
2 6
were tremendous. Great! My
Eddie Requarth
DarneH Marine Service
15?
2 6
High Ind. Game (11C)
Gene's Body Shop
2 6 husband was mouthing off so
Eric Story
Team No 4
214
0 8 bad. He's been doing
dishes
Eddie Requarth
J & S Oil Co
193
0 8
ever since."
, Robin Roberts
High Team Game (SC)
193
Jeff Reed
LindSey's
487
931
"Did you hear that?" Billie
Stan Bone
LindSey's
184
906High Ind. Series(SC)
State Farm InSurance
886 Jean laughed heartily. AttemptEric Story
High Team Game (NC)
440
ing to imitate the woman's
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Steve Thomas

easily as the Cowboys blew
down the Saints.
Robert Newhouse scored two
touchdowns-one on a threeyard touchdown gallop and the
other on a two-yard pass from
quarterback Roger Staubach.
Calvin Hill bolted seven yards
for a touchdown and was the
game's leading ground gainer
with 71 yards on 13 thursts in
the nationally televised mismatch.
The Cowbozs, who have been
to a record seven consecutive
NFI, playoffs, have won 80
games in the last seven years
under Landry.
lanciry said it was nice to
win 100 but he'll still take the
24-3 victory over Miami in Super Bowl VI as his personal
highlight. .
"The most memorable highlight has to be the Super Bowl
victory," Landry said as he
beamed at his players who
gathered around the cake.
"Go for another hundred,"
the playeh shouted.
I,andry said his low point as
a coach wasn't the disaster
year of 1960 but a 1967 loss to
Green Bay for the NFL title.
"Green Bay had a formidable
team, but I thought we had a
better team," he said of the
"Ice Bowl" game, played in
sub-zero cold.
The Cowboys pulled into a tie
with St. Louis for the lead in
the National Conference's Eastern Division with the victory at
2-0.
Dallas plays St. Louis next
Sunday.
Landry, who wasn't overly
pleased with his team's 12-3
halftime lead over New Orleans, said, "I didn't see the
cake at halftime.
"I'm glad somebody had
enough confidence in me to
bake it ahead of time."
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Named As Coach

"Bobby is great show biz for
tennis," admitted Billie Jean,
herself a five-time Wimbledon
champ.
She said she didn't bet on
their matcb, but surmised
"Bobby lost some do-re-me."
She said she didn't know how
much.
Billie Jean, who said she is
phasing- r4AV44-Aeinais .ttwwaa
ment play, painted a rosy picture for the WIT's future, adding,,"I want a winner in Philadelphia, Numera Uno in the
WIT. The fans deserve it."
She noted the mixed doubles
play "turns everybody on ...
it's very exciting and fast. I
was playing tennis with Arthur
Ashe in Hilton Head ( S.C. and
he said: 'This is fun.-

API - Otis W. Hawkins,
a Louisburg, N.C., native, Monday was named head basketball
coach at Fayetteville State University, school officials announced.
Hawkins, 37, comes to Fayetteville State from the head
basketball coaching position at
Winston-Salem Reynolds High
To Meet In Fight
School where he took his team
BOSTON (AP
to the state 4-A finals this year.
He is a graduate ,of North New England welterweight
Carolina A&T University where eflathipion La7-ry Butler of Porthe was an all-CIAA enitin foot- land, Maine, will meet Anthony
INMITItrplayect-rarSttrimasinet-;In a 104.Ound featured bout Oct.
.-succaads...-the lata. 4 at- PhitjaniLs_Exposition
Thomas L. Reeves,, who died AUNT,nronter Sam Silverman reported.,
Aug - 29.

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
Paducah Tilghman, undefeated in four games, surged
into a tie with Madisonville today for the No. 1 Class AA
ranking in the Associated Press
Kentucky High School Football
Poll.
IlIghinan has rolled up 157
points while allowing all opponents a total of nine, including
the Tornado's 41-3 thrashing of
Hopkinsville last weekend.
Madisonville also
hasn't

tasted defeat this season, with
the Maroons allowing no more
than one touchdown a game
since the opener while scoring
154 points in five games.
Louisville Trinity and Richmond Madison retained control
of Class AAA and Class A, respectively, in votes from a panel of 12 sportswriters and
sportscasters.
Louisa, with Drexel Short firing three touchdown passes,
dumped Lewis County 49-6 for
the Bulldogs' fourth straight
victory and moved into the No.

LeMaster Predicts A
Better Wildcat Team

2 slot in Class A.
Louisa's rise from seventh
place last week deposed Lynch
from the top five in Class A.
Lynch had been No. 4, but fell
to an 11th place tie after a 24-20
victory over Paintsville.
Boyd County drew attentionand a rise from eighth to fifth
in Class AA-with a 56-6 victory
over Evarts, the Lions' fourth
triumph of the season to go
with a tie with Huntington
East.
Lexington Lafayette also returned to the top five in Class
AA, taking the fourth position
of the Tates Creek team the
Generals thumped 28-6 last Friday.
Somerset fell from fifth to
sixth and Tates Creek, with
only the Lafayette loss to mar
ItS retord this
- season, plunged
from fourth to a sixth place tie
with two other teams.
In Class AAA, Jefferson
County, the only major change
was a move by Pleasure Ridge
Park from sixth to fifth and the
drop of Butler, still undefeated,
from third to sixth.
There are still 19 unbeaten,
untied teams in the state and
seven of them drew no votes
from the panel members: East
Hardin, Madison Central, Cawood,Campbellsville, Anderson
County, Estill County and Elkhorn City.
The others are Trinity, St.
Xavier, Bishop David, Atherton, Valley, Tilghman, Lone
Oak, Madisonville, Dixie
Heights, Harrodsburg, Paris,
Berea and-Louisa.

By BOB COOPER
a big factor in the Tide's victoAssociated Peess Sports Writer ry.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API
"But it also was their depth,"
Frank LeMaster not only
LeMaster said. "I guess I must
wasn't surprised at Kentucky's
have seen four or five different
outstanding performance
fullbacks during the afteragainst mighty Alabama last
noon."
Saturday, he thinks things will
LeMaster, a 6-foot-2 senior,
get even better for the Wildadmits to a love for hard-hitcats.
ting combat on the football
LeMaster was a main defenfield, but isn't that way at all
sive cog in the Kentucity maat home.
chine that held Alabama score"I guess you'd call me an
less for a half while the offense
put 14 points on -the--board in a easy-going guy; I'm a different
stunning display that finally person in regular life," he said.
The younger brother of forweakened with Alabama taking
mer Kentucky basketball playa 28-14 victory.
er Jim LeMaster, Frank said
"I just hope this is the only he doesn't even really try in
loss we have this season. I hope practice to hit his hardest. /
we beat a lot of people and go
"You build up all week toto a bowl," LeMaster said.
ward a game. Sure, you try to
AAA
The 218-pound linebacker get in good practices and some
LASS
60
from Lexington, who was days you feel good and some 1. Trinity (12)
2. St. Xavier
45
named Southeastern Lineman days not.
3. Valley
30
of the Week by The Associated
"But yoti can't afford to beat 4. Bishop David
22
Press Tuesday, had 14 solo
evegboly to death on.. your „§i
tasisleh - end- lima-,jpsevefi
"ItAa;t-C.
'
e friiiOree
)thers: Butler 13; Central 5;
more and thinks that most of
process," he said.
Atherton 1. CLASS AA .
Urn probably came in the first learning
50
LeMaster, like football fans 1. Madisonville ( 6)
half.
50
everywhere, was surprised at 2. Tilghman I 5)
He explained that his position Kentucky's 14-0 halftime lead, 3. Bryan Station "
23
as anchor linebacker sends him
Lafayette
aye
ctote
16
"but I thought all week that 4. Bo
against the apposing quarter-. Alabama wouldn't score
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as
back on the option play-"and
Others: Somerset 11)9; Henmany points on us as everythat's what they were running
ry Clay 5; Dixie Heights, Tates
body thought."
at us in that first half."
Creek and Union Co. 4; Lone
friend, who attended the
A
Master said the front wall
Oak 3; Christian Co. 2. CLASS
Tennessee
last weekof Kentucky's line was the key game at
A
to his success. "With the ends end, said the announcer gave 1. Madison ( 6)
53
and
score
added
that
he
the
keying an the tailback ( who
2. Louisa ( 4)
believe
it,"
LeMaster
-33
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3. Harrodsburg ( 1)
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said.
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I 1)
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The 21-year-old LeMaster 5. Frankfort
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back cross into the center of coach because I really like to Lynch 2; Boyd Co., Fairview
the line and that maneuver was work With kids."
and Murray 1.

Just before his arrival, the a pinch-hitter and was charged
ballpark at Bluefield burned with the loss as his team
stumbled 4-1.
down.
But his tough luck loss didn't
Peach did some burning of his
awn in his first appearance with get him down.
A couple of days later, Peach
Bluefield.
His first professional game got credit for two wins as Miami
was against the Covington won a doubleheader.
Astros.
He came in as a relief hurler
Peach went five innings, gave in the seventh inning of a
up one run and fanned seven suspended game, got three oats
men in picking up the credit for and in the bottom of the inning,
Miami scored to give Peach the
the win.
He calls that game the best victory.
Peach started the next game
that he has ever pitched.
What was it like for Peach, and pitched a five-hit, 2-1 vicpitching and getting paid for it tory.
He drove in the winning run
for the first time in his life?
"There was a lot of pressure, with a single in the sixth inning
but I didn't have any trouble of the nightcap.
getting psyched up for the
He concluded. his season at
Miami by winning five games
game."
During his stay at Bluefield, while losing one and compiling
Peach won five games and lost an earned run average of less
only one.
than two per game.
His E.R.A. of 1.87 ranked him
The most earned runs that
fourth in the league and he had Peach gave in any game all
a strikeout average of over one summer came in a playoff
per inning.
game in the Class A Florida
In 54 innings at Bluefield, State League.
Peach sent 63 batters down on
In that game, Peach gave up
strikes.
three runs and was charged
His assortment of pitches with the loss.
would compare to the variety of
On March 13, 1974, Russell
candies in a chocolate shop.
Peach will report again to
Peach has an 'excellent Miami.
fastball, a wicked slider, is This time, he will be
with the
change, a sharp-breaking Baltimore Orioles.
curve, a knuckleball and a
Whether or not he can remain
knuckle curve, a pitch he with the parent
club remains to
acquired over the summer.
be seen.
What was it like playing in a
He hopes to at least be playing
small town like Bluefield and Class AA next
season.
traveling by bus through the
But....there's always that
Appalachian Mountains?
chance.
"There wasn't much of
"I'm going to give myself
anything in Bluefield except three years to
make the major
mountains.
leagues.
"After the park burned down,
After that, if I'm not there, I
they put up some temporary would have
to start looking for
bleachers. Usually, four or 500 something else,"
Peach said.
people would turn out for our
But you can bet, that after his
games.
successful summer, the Orioles
"All of our traveling was by are going
to be looking at
bus. It realty got to be tiring at Russell
Peach.
times. Of course, there weren't
And someday, the fans in
any long road trips so actually
Baltimore's Memorial Stadium
it's not that bad.
may well be, too.
"Sometimes we'd get in late
at night and have to be at the
ballpark early the next morning."
On July 30, Peach took the
PROBLEM?
second step toward the majors.
USE
He was called by Miami of the
Class A Florida State League.
The stadium at Miami seats
11,000 people and it is the spring
Excess water in the body can
be uncomfortable. E-LIM will
training home of the parent
help you lose excess water
ballclub.
weight. We at Holland
In his first game in that
Drug Store recommend it
stadium, Peach gave up one run
Only $1.50
in six innings, was taken out for
HOLLAND DRUG CO
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BulovaAccutrone
The mdst welcome gift of all is
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READY TO PLAY—The Murray State Univerrity Women's Intercollegiate Volleyball team will open its official season this
weekend with a round robin tournament at the University School gym Friday night. Members of the team are left to right, Sharon
Board, Cynthia Madigan, Nancy Lemaster, Ann Curtsinger, Clara Phenton Karsner, Carol Metcalf, Linda Arnold, Marianne
Malone, Cindy Leimbach, Terry Bennett, Mary Pallo, Linda Rudolph, Glenda Rudojph and JoAnne Tarbox.
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MSU Volleyball Team
To Open This Weekend

his season at
g five games
ind compiling
erage of less
me.
ed runs that
my game all
in a playoff
ss A Florida

Florence State and the
By MIKE BRANDON
University of Mississippi will
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
For two years, the Murray enter as representatives.
Other home dates are October
State University Women's
Intercollegiate volleyball team 12 and 13 (SouthwesternMemphis), November 2 and 3
has been the bridesmaid.
Bellarmine, UT Martin,
But this season, the team is
hoping to again make the trip to Lambuth, Kentucky State,
Peay,
Southeast
the state championships and Austin
win the title this season instead Missouri and Peabody.
All home matches will be
of finishing second.
played at the University School
The team will begin working gym with Friday night games to
toward that goal tonight when be played from 6 p.m. until 10
they play a pre-season p.m. at Saturday contests from
scrimmage game at the 9 a.m. until noon.
University of Tennessee at
Dr. Nan K. Ward is the coach
Martin.
of the team with Shirley Wilfred
The season will officially open and graduate student David
September 28 with a four team Crockett assisting.
round robin tournament to be
"Although we are inexplayed at the University School perienced, the hustle and
gymnasium.
dedication of this year's squad
Besides Murray, Mississippi should give us another good
State College for Women, season," Coach Ward said.
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The public is invited to attend
the home games and no admission is charged.
Members of the team are
Linda Arnold, junior, Murray;
Terry Bennett, freshman,
Flatwood, Kentucky; Sharon
Board, senior, Princeton; Ann
Curtsinger, sophomore,
Louisville; Clara Phenton
Karsner, senior, Frankfort;
Cindy Leimbach, freshmen,
Ashland; Nancy Lemaster,
sophomore, New Carlisle, Ohio;
Cynthia Madigan, freshman,
Springfield, Illinois; Marianne
sophomore,
Malone,
B.
Ashland, Ohio; Carol Metcalf,
freshman, Louisville; Mary
Pallo, senior, Flat River,
Missouri; Glenda Rudolph,
sophomore, Paducah; Linda
Rudolph, sophmore, Paducah,.
JoAnne Tarbox.v. junior, Commack, New York.
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Tennessee Coach Isn't Saying
Much About Battle With Auburn
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tennessee Coach Bill Battle
isn't saying much about this
weekend's football contest with
Auburn. There isn't much
doubt, however, that Battle especially wants to win this one.
The youthful Vol coach has
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East3 62 600
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Baltimore
84 72 538 9' 2
Boston
83 73 .532 10'7
Detroit
77 79 .494 16',
New York
1,
65 25,
436
.4
72
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92 65 586 -Oakland
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85 71
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78 78 500 13' 2
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75 81
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481 16'
75 81
CCha
3/4 38
103
54
Texas
Monday's Games
Boston 14. De1F011 0
Minnesota 7. Oakland 6
California 10, Texas 9
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston (AAoret 11 2) at Cleve
tand • (Timmerman 87), N
Detroit (Perry 14 12) at Balti
more (Jefferson 5 5), N
New York (Peterson S 15) at
Milwaukee (Champion 5-8), N
Kansas City (Busby 14 15) at
Chicago (Forster 69), N
7.5) at
Minnesota (Corbin
Oakland (Dobson 0.0), N
Texas (Dunncrig 1 81 at Cali
fornia (Singer 19 13), N
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota at Oakland, N
Texas at California, N
Kansas City at Chicago, N
New York at Milwaukee, N
Boston at Cleveland
Detroit at Baltimore N
National League
East
W L. Pct. G.B.
79 7) 506 —
ls.,
.
New Ylor
78 77 503 '7
Pittsbui"V1
76 80 487 3
5/ Louis
76 81
484 317
Montreal
75 80 44 317
Chicago
87
442 10
69
Philadelphia
West
97 60 618
Cincinnati
91 66 580 6
Los Angeles
54
Francis& 86 71
San
79 79 SOO 18'
Houston
478 22
82
75
Atlanta
58 99 369 39
San Diego
Monday's Games
Montreal 50. Pittsburgh 4 3
Cincinnati 2, San Diego 1
Houston 10, San Francisco 6
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles (MeSserSmith 14
101, at Atlanta (P.Niekro 139.

nipped Oakland 7-6.
The Reds took the traditional
champagne shower in stride
after clinching the NL West. "I
think we're more subdued this
time," said catcher Johnny
Bench. "We're waiting for the
third step — the World Series
— rather than getting excited
over the first one."
The Reds also won West titles
and NL pennants in 1970 and
1972 only to be beaten in the
Series both times.
One guy who did get worked
up over the clinching was pitcher Dick Haney, who hasn't been
through this before. "It's the
ultimate," said Raney, "the
day I dreamed about as a kid."
Haney, who spent the first
part of this season being cut by
two minor league clubs, got to
pitch the clincher and earned
the victory on home runs by
Tony Perez and Andy Kosco.

The Reds' clinching victory
was their 58th in 81 games
since July 1 when they were 11
games behind.
Expos 5-0, Pirates 4-3
Willie Stargell homered in
each game as Pittsburgh split
with Montreal, losing the first
game 5-4 but taking the nightcap 3-0. The two homers gave
the Pirate slugger 44, tops in
the majors. He has had 32 hits
In 90 at bats with eight homers
and 24 runs batted in this
month.
Their first game loss left the
Pirates even in that important
category with idle New York.
The Mets have six games remaining and the Pirates, who
have one less victory than New
York, have seven to play.
Mike Marshall nailed down
the Expos' first game victory,
picking up his 30th save of the
season when he retired,A1 Oli-

Southern Cal Still Holding
Lead In College Grid Poll
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Southern California, Nebraska and Ohio State continued to
run 1-2-3 today in The Associated Press college football
rankings while Louisiana State
replaced Texas in the Top Ten.
Southern California, which
has been No. 1 since the first
week of the 1972 season, ran its
1973 record to 2-0 by defeating
Georgia Tech 23-6. The Trojans
received 36 first-place votes
and 1,120 points from the 61
sports writers and broadcasters
who voted in this week's poll.
Twelve first-place votes and
1,022 points went to Nebraska.
which rallied with three touchdowns in the fourth quarter to
turn back North Carolina State,
dropping the Wolfpack from
°
14th tg 19th
Ohio State was idle last'weekend following a 56-7 openinggame rout of Minnesota and

the Buckeyes polled eight firstplace ballots and 955 points.
Last week, the spread was 1,106-995-944.
Michigan received one vote
for the top spot and 844 after
trimming Stanford 47-10 and
the Wolverines climbed from
fifth place to fourth. Alabama
slipped from fourth to fifth with
one first-place vote and 766
points when the Crimson Tide
had to rally from a 14-0 halftime deficit to beat Kentucky
28-14.
Texas, sixth last week, was
upset by Miami of Florida 20-15
and skidded to 14th while
Miami, which hadn't received a
single vote all season, moved
int61,,18th place.
With Texas dropping out of
the Top Ten, Penn State, Notre
Dame, Oklahoma, Tennessee
and Louisiana State all moved
up one position into the 6-7-8-910

spots. Penn State thumped
Navy 39-0, Notre Dame battered Northwestern 44-0, Oklahoma was idle, Tenne
downed Army 37-18 and Louisiana State defeated Texas
A&M 28-23.
Auburn climbed from 12th to
11th by blanking UT-Chattanooga 31-0 while Oklahoma
State jumped from 17th to 12th
following a 38-6 rout of Arkansas.
Rounding out the Second Ten
are Arizona State, Texas, Houston, Florida, UCLA, Miami,
North Carolina State and MisSOUri.
Last week's Second Ten consisted of ISU, Auburn, Arizona
State, N.C. State, Florida,
Houston, Oklahoma, UCLA,
Colorado and Dowling Green
and Missouri tied for 20th.
Colorado, which lost its opener to ISU, barely beat Wisconsin 24-25 and fell from the Top
Twenty.

ver with runners at second and
third in the ninth inning.
The nightcap belonged to
Stargell, who homered, made
an outstanding catch on Ken
Singleton and threw out a runner trying to score.
Astros 10, Giants 6
Lee May and Cesar Cedeno
crashed home runs, leading
Houston to a 10-6 victory over
San Francisco. May's homer
was his Vith and Cedeno's
three-run shut was No. 24 for
him.
Jerry Reuss earned the victory with ninth inning help from
Ken Forsch,
Red Sox 14, Tigers 0
Boston moved one game
ahead of Detroit in the struggle
for second place in the American League East, walloping the
Tigers 14-0.
Tommy Harper's grand slam
home run paced the Red Sox
attack with Carl Yastrzem.ski
and Reggie Smith also tagging
Boston home runs.
California 10, Texas 9
Lee Stanton's pinch double
capped a two-out ninth inning
rally that carried California
past Texas, 10-9.
The Rangers had scored seven runs in the top of the ninth
to take the lead but the Angels
loaded the bases in the bottom
of the ninth with two out. A
pair of walks to Richie Scheinblum and Charlie Sands forced
home two runs before Stanton
delivered the decisive hit.
Alex Johnson.had three singles and three RBIsfor Texas.
Twins 7, A'ak
Minnesota roared from behind with five runs in the seventh inning, two of them on
double by George Mitterwald, N
to overtake Oakland 7-6.
Reggie Jackson blasted a
three-run homer for the A's, his
32nd of the season but first
since Aug. 22.
Oakland Manager Dick Williams, preparing for a possible
World Series when his pitchers
will have to bat, used four of
them as pinch hitters. Catfish
Hunter singled, Ken Holtzman
walked, Darold Knowles delivered a sacrifice fly and Vida
Bluegti.
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...and then, there was one.
The third of baseball's four
divisional races was settled
Monday night when the Cincinnati Reds nailed down their
third National League West
crown in four seasons by defeating San Diego 2-1.
That leaves only the NL East
still undecided with five teams
still alive in the season's final
week. Pittsburgh remains onehalf game behind the New York
Mets there after splitting a
twilight doubleheader with
Montreal.
The second place Pirates lost
the opener to the Expos 5-4 but
took the nightcap 3-0. Elsewhere in the NL, it was Houston 10, San Francisco 6. In the
American League, Boston walloped Detroit 14-0, California
beat Texas 10-9 and Minnesota

enjoyed three highly successful
seasons at Tennessee and only
one team has beaten him all
three years_ You guessed it—
Auburn.
The Tigers and the Vols collide Saturday afternoon in
Knoxville, Tenn., in an early
test of Southeastern Conference
powers.
Tennessee heard a scouting
report Monday on Auburn and
Battle then named all seniors
as captains for the game. He
said their leadership will be
needed throughout the week.
Auburn, meanwhile, held a
light one-hour workout in shorts
and saw films of Tennessee.
Coach Ralph "Shug" Jordan
skipped the usual scrimmage
session but otherwise it was a
"typical Monday workout."
Another conference clash this
weekend sends Alabama to
Vanderbilt.
The Crimson. Tide worked on
its game plan Monday and
scrimmaged the second offense
against the second defense.
Vanderbilt worked on correcting mistakes made in its drubbing at the hands of Mississippi
State last weekend.
Florida worked out in shorts
and held light drills to familiarize the team with Mississippi
State's offense. Much of the
workout was on punting. The
Gators meet State this weekend.
.gia Tech spent most of
Geo_r
,the day in the film room watching movies of Saturday's opponent, Clemson. The Jackets
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Driveway Sealer

Associated Lumber.
Co., Inc.

If you store grain on your
farm, you should take care to
prevent insects from damaing
the stored grain. That is the
advice of Wes Gregory, Extension entomologist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Gregory suggests storing
grain when it is dry to reduce
the chance of insect infestation.
Try to store grain that has a
moisture content of 12 percent
or less. To keep the grain dry,
be sure your bin is weatherGregory notes that feed
rooms, feed bins, stables,
animal feeders, trucks, wagons
and combines may serve as
sources of insect infestation.
Therefore, grain should be
stored as far away from these
insect sources as possible.
Many farmers are now getting storage bins ready in
preparation for harvesting their
1973 crops. Cleaning bins is an
important step in preventing
insect damage to the grain, says
Gregory.
"You should clean bins
thoroughly at least two weeks
before putting grain in them,"
he points out. "Never put newly
harvested grain in bins without
grain."
When sweeping out bins, be
careful to clean out all cracks
and crevices, advises the UK
specialist. Also, clean up the
area just under and around the
bins. It is a good idea to burn
any refuse you have gathered
up while cleaning the bins.
After the bins are clean, the
floors and walls, along with the
area just under and around the
bins, should be thoroughly
sprayed before new grain is put
in for storage. Spray bins at
least two weeks before you fill
them. Spray the surfaces to the
point of run off, advises
Gregory.
To make enough spray to
treat 1,000 square feet of surface, use one of the following
mixtures:
—One-half pint of 57 percent
emulsifiable concentrate (EC)
malathion premium grade) in
two gallons of water.
—Twelve ounces of 50 percent
wettable powder methoxychlor
in two gallons of water.
—One quart of 25 percent EC
Thethoxychlor in two gallons of
water.
—One and one-third pints of
six percent pyrethrins combined with 60 percent piperonyl
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but—oxide in two gallons of
water.
If you need additional insurance against insect damage
after you have cleaned and
sprayed the bins, you can apply
an insecticide to the grain as it
is being stored. You can also
apply a surface dressing to the
grain after it is in the bin. A
surface dressing helps prevent
moths and other insects from
entering the grain, but does not
eliminate insects which are
already in the grain.
Fumigation is also an
alternative for combatting
insects. However, Gregory
points out that fumigants should
be applied only by a trained
operator. Fumigation should be
done within six weeks after
binning. Follow-up inspections
on a monthly basis will help you
decide if re-fumigation is
necessary.
When using chemicals to treat
bins or stored grains, be sure to
read the label on the container
carefully and follow the
recommended
rates and
precautionary measures.
publication
A
entitled
"Controlling Insects in Stored
Grain" is available without
charge from your local county
Extension agent.

Hospital Report
September 18, 1973
ADULTS 108
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Cheryl DeeAnn Chapman and Baby Girl, Carr
Trailer Cts., Mayfield.
DISMISSLAS
Mrs. Hyburnia Merrell Edwards, Box 15, Hazel, Mrs.
Barbara Jean Gibbs, 2009
Glenwood, Princeton, Ind., J.T.
Bowlin, Box 111, Sedalia, Joe
P.Bryant, Route 1, Benton, Mrs
Mary Clark Hull, Route 7,
Murray, Miss Terry Michelle
Stalls, 1513 Clayshire, Murray,
William Brooks Schroader,
Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Rebecca
W. Avery, New Concord, Mrs.
Carol E. Stockwell, Route 8,
Murray, Mrs. Johnnie James
Walker, 1802 Sunset, Murray,
Thomas Wesley Nesbitt, Route
1, Hazel, Aubrey McKinnley
Asberry, 212 S. 11th St.
Murray,.
The Viennese desserts called
Torten are sometimes made
with finely ground nutmeats
without the inclusion of any
flour.

Halloween May Mean New
Life To Kidney Patients

Uniform Relocation Act Enatlies
Families To Find New Residence
FRANKFORT, KY.,—A man,
his wife and six children are
being moved out by highway
construction. Their three-room
run-down house will be razed to
make way for the highway. No
one in the community will rent
to them; they don't have enough
money to buy. Where do they
go?
In this case they moved into a
home of their own with more
rooms,electricity and an indoor
bathroom. Pride of ownership
replaced clutter and dirt.
How did this change come
about? The Uniform Relocation
Assistance Act of 1970 was
responsible. It provided money
for a down-payment on a place
the man could afford.
'This law lets us fill in the
difference between what we can
pay a man for his property and
the other hardships and losses
he suffers," says Charles
Harper, Kentucky's Chief
Right-of-way
agent
for
relocation assistance.
For many years the Department, qf Transportation and
other agencies that bought
private land for public use paid
the fair market value of the land
and buildings, leaving the
property owner to his own
devices in relocating his family.
With the advent of the interstate construction program
and the resulting increased
tempo
of
right-of-way
acquisition, it became apparent
that the property owner was
being short-changed. Several
attempts were made to compensate displaced persons for
moving costs and certain other
losses that could not be included
in calculating the value of their
property.
The 1970 law greatly expanded the payments and
services provided to the
displaced persons by these
earlier programs:
Kentucky's 1872' legislatuee
passed its own relocation
assistance bill The state law is
in consonance with the federal
law and provides for uniform
treatment of all displaced
persons.
Benefits provided under these
laws are aimed at minimizing
the financial and emotional
discomfort of a forced move.
They include:
— Moving Expenses.
— A replacement housing
payment which is the difference

MAYTAG Permaneor Press WASHER
• Permanent press and regular fabric
cycles • Water level settings d 3
Water temperature settings • Zinc
coated steel cabinet with tough acrylic enamel finish • Family size tub
with Power Fin Agitator • Attractive
brushed metal trim

a

ONLY "..?-`43`

between the acquisition price of
his residence and the amount
determined by the state to be
necessary to purchase a
comparable dwelling which is
decent, safe and sanitary. This
payment cannot exceed $15,000.
— An owner occupant of 180
days or more is also entitled to
reimbursement for an increased interest which he may
be required to pay on the
balance of his existing loan.
— In the case of a tenantoccupant, he may be entitled to
a
replacement
housing
payment, no to exceed $4,000,
which will enable him to rent an
otherwise comparable dwelling
for a period of 4 years or to
make a down payment on the
purchase of a dwelling. If the
tenant-occupant rents, the

University
Elections
Scheduled
Campus elections to be held at
Murray State
University
Thursday, Sept
27, will
determine an entire slate of
freshman class officers and fill
vacancies in the senior and
sophomore classes and for
graduate representatives.
A total of 25 candidates filed
for seven offices in the freshman class. They are:
Donald E. Travis, Camden,
Tenn.; Kevin Floyd , Clinton;
James Taylor, Vienna, ni.; and
David O'Daniel, Wickliffe,
candidates for president.
Ricky Veitch, Rockford, Ill.;
Kathy Flynn, Evansville, Ind.;
Steve Wyatt, Lowes; Kerry
Buckley, Kevil; and Susie
Wells, Metropolis, Ill.; candidates for vice-president.
Vicki Mann, Hopkinsville ;
Marilee Schalk, Owensboro;
Dawn Harrison, Ripley, l'enn.;
and Donna Geurin, Boonville,
Ind.; candidates for treasurer.
Regina Lovett, Murray; and
Kym Johnson, Symsonia,
candidates for secretary.
Gloria Romaneck and Louis.
Grasham, both of Paducah;
Ken Harrell, Anne Erwin,
David Garrison, and Nancy
Spann, all of Murray; Dana
Radford, Hopkinsville; Shanon
Travis, Marion; Mark Graham,
Belleville, Ill., and Gerald
Merriweather, Cadiz, canrepresentative.
didates for
Four representatives will be
elected.
Candidates for offices in the
other classes are:
Mrs. Nancy Curtis, Murray,
unopposed for
senior class
representative.
Jeff Green, Hickman; and
David Moffitt, Mayfield, candidates for sophomore class
president.
Debbie Jarodsky, Naples,
Fla.; and Robert C. Hatcher,
Owensboro, candidates for
graduate representatives.
David Curtis of LaCenter,
senior president of the student
government and chairman of
the election committee, said
voting machines furnished by
Calloway County will be used
used for the balloting.
Polls in the ballroom of the
Waterfield Student._ Union
Building will be open from
a.m. to 5 p.m. on election

The Small Business Administration provides counseling for persons in the
Paducah area on the 1st and 3rd
Thursday of each month. A
SCORE Counselor will be
available for interviewing and
counseling from 9 a.m. til 12:00
Noon on the 1st Thursday, and
on the 3rd Thursday from 9:00

Ml
. Permanent Press Regular and Air
- Fluff cycles • Far/IOUS Maytag
uf-Heat- drying eliminates
hot
spots • Large porcelain enamel
drum with easy to clean lint filter •
..m.laif.d.fAiWALeilidtAwatiAimiliAvolit
acrylic enamel finish

Halo-

WARD-ELKINS

Officer from the Louisville
District Office of SBA.
The office is located in the
City Hall 00 the first floor. The

1•(512) 444-6ier
In order to determine credit
and eligibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is
suggested that the business
man bring with him a recent
fidancial statement or balance
sheet of the business and a
profit and loss staterrrentiorthe
previous full year. This 10formation
pertains
to
established _businessep.
iloiwever • anyone intitaidel rn-mishkehinritivOr-bestflessiii
enectliaged,to conault with the
representative as.well as other
151iftliessriTien
- who are in need of
financial advice or assistance.

payments are to be made annually over a period of 4 years.
This means the records of the
acquiring agency may, in some
cases, remain open for a period
of up to 6 or 7 years before the
project is finally closed. Each of
these payments must be
carefuttly documented and the
payments competely justified.
All reclocation payments
under this program are tax
free.
The Bureau of Highways has
41 relocation specialists located
throughout the state to help
people make their move. The
right-of-way must be clear
before a project receives final
approval for federal aid
financing.
A list of available real estate
is maintained by the agents for
the convenience of persons who
will be moving.
During fiscal year 1972-73, the
Department used the relocation
assistance program to help
2,215 persons spending approximately $2,350,000.
"In most cases, the person
finds his own house. Sometimes
he puts his relocation assistance
money with what he has saved
to buy a nicer place; sometimes
they build, but tlpe choice is
entirely up to the individual,"
Harper says.
"About 26 per cent of the
people, often indigents, will
need a little extra help that the

The "hallowed evening" of custom sent poor persons to the
Halloween can mean new life to homes of well-to-do neighbors to
thousands of kidney patients. beg for a "soul cake" on all
The Kidney Foundation of Soill's Eve; children today beg
Kentucky is selling Trick ore. for treats from house to house
Treat candy to give away to threatening tricks if their
goblins and ghosts October 31, requests are denied. On behalf
who
and the proceeds will be used to of kidney patients
of
'help
the
need
desperately
programs
os
support vital
services for Western Kentucky their more fortunate neighbors,
and Southern Indiana patients. the Kidney Foundation is asking
Traditions of Halloween date support this year.
To buy candy or to volunteer
back to the 7th century, but this
modern charity project is quite to sell, contact the Kidney
in keeping with ancient Foundation of Kentucky, 4010
Circle Louisville,
customs. Most of the pageantry DuPont
of Halloween—costumes, Kentucky 40207—Phone 897masks, ghosts, pranks, and 9403.
parties—stem from Druid
Parmesan and provolone
religious observances of the cheese are lower in fat content
northern
and than cheddar cheese.
early Celts in
western Europe. Their new
year began on November 1 our
Halloween was their New
Year's Eve. Celebration rites
were calculated to appease the
Lord of Death, to lay to rest evil
spirits for another yea, and to
insure a coming year of hope
and prosperity.
For kidney disease victims,
the coming year can be one of
hope and health,—and increased prospects for a normal
life—with treatment and care.
Money raised by the sale of
Trick or Treat candy can help
deliver this care to the hundreds
of patients in this area.
Through the centuries various
cultures have added other
customs to our observance of
Halloween. An old European

agent can give. Early in the
program one of our agents
helped a woman with eleven
children draw up house plans
and persuaded a bank to
guarantee a loan with the
relocation assistance money as
collateral."
One of the problems in the
program is finding enough
replacement housing,
especially in Eastern Kentucky.
"We resort to construction only
as a last ditch stand. Building
houses isn't our business,"
Harper said, "but sometimes
it's necessary."
In Harlan County, the
Department ran into this last
ditch stand. Federal Programs,
Inc. and Robert Hoskins, Jr., of
Harlan, developed a mobile
home park under contract with
the Bureau of Highways.
It took approximately $60,000
and ten months to create 28
homesites. Three families were
moved into their new residences
in August.
In summing up the program,
Harper said, "It has not only
been of great benefit to the
persons displaced, it has also
been a very real aid in conducting negotiations with
property owners. It has improved the relationship conthe
between
siderably
Department and persons who
are displaced by highway
construction."
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Splendid Mars influences. If
you
time
your
moves
judiciously, you could put over a
profitable deal now. Gains and
prestige enhanced all down the
line.
TAURUS
( Apr 21 to May 21)
Better-than-ordinary advantages indicated. But, in all
things, look below the surface.
Don't be taken in by superficialities.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) IL,
A good day in which to display
your ingenuity and all-around
competence. Properly exercised, even your most minor
talents and efforts will be appreciated.
CANCER
1June 22 to July 23)
You may have to revise some
plans, change tactics, discard
certain ideas but, in the final
analysis, what you do well now
will produce substantial
dividends later.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 412'kq
Splendid solar influences
encourage your spirit of enterprise and go-get-itiveness. A
dandy outlook, but don't take
anything for granted.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ffr)tii.
Keep alert. Generous influences offer new routes and
means for attaining better-thanaverage gains. Don't miss out!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) sae
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. On the personal side, there's a possibility
of new romance.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
.
Accept the fact that, temporarily, differences of opinion
are inevitable. Thus, you'll

"ar-1

watch your step and do nothing
to increase tensions.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good day for activating
ideas regarding financial expansion. Opportunities for
advancing, career-wise, also
indicated.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Some confusion in a job
situation. However, with a little
"sweet talk" you can get
associates to see things your
way.
AQUARIUS
Aloew
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
An exciting, stimulating day!
Act with confidence. Luck is
with you in dealing with
superiors.
PISCES
X
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ,. C
Some ups-and-downs in
financial matters. However, a
stroke of luck in the late afternoon will compensate for an
unexpected morning expense.

e4410

wg

YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly sensitive and realistic
individual, endowed with lofty
ambitions, and reveling In
beauty wherever you find it.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service September 24, 1973.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes Nine
Buying Stations.
Receipts: Act. 2066 Est. 500
Barrows and Gilts $1.75 to 62.00
lower one instance $2.50 lower.
Sows $1.50 lower.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $41.00-41.50
US 1-3200-240 lbs. $40.5041.00
US 2-4240-260 lbs. $40.00-40.50,
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $39.50-40.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 838.00-39.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs. $37.00-38.00
P64.W.Iti 99
Boars $32.00-35.00.

LOSE WEIGHT
MONEY RACK
OR
The °Mines Plan can help you
become the slim hien person that you
like to be Odrinex has been used
thousands ill over the
country for 14 years. Sot rid of excess
tat and live longer
Urines le a tiny tablet and ems*
swallowed Contains no dangerous drugs
No starving. No special tierces's
Odrinex Plan costs 13.25 and the large
economy Sue $5 25.
You must lose ugh fat or your
money will be refunded No questions
asked. Accept no substitutes Sold with
thus guarantee by,

suCcesstuay by

Central Shopping Condor

You have a great love of the arts
and, fortunately, the talents
needed to succeed in them
yourself — provided, of course,
that you properly educate
yourself along the desired lines.
Music, poetry, the theater and
literature have the greatest
appeal for you and, should you
not choose one of these as a
career, may well take up one or
more as an avocation. Birthdate

7)7
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Democrats May'Be Laughing On Way To Bank

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — pied despite a huge crowd.
Going by Sullivan's tally, the
State Democrats joked about
themselves more than they did committee to elect a Democratabout Republicans at a legisla- ic legislature grossed $100,000
26, 1/73
tive fund raising dinner, and — minus expenses which inof: Cuthbert (Lord) Coiling- they still may bejaughing all cluded the steak and champagne dinner.
wood, Brit. admiral; T.S. Eliot, the way to the bank.
A few news reporters were on
State Sen. William Sullivan,
poet, playwright; Julie London,
1)-Henderson, said 1,000 tickets hand — invited Friday by state
singer, actress.
had been sold at $100 each to Chairman J. R. Miller after
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1173 Far • personal 110 pope
the satirical banquet in a down- having been disinvited by
forecast on health. wealth. love and
marriage, send II CC plus 25 cents in
Democratic headquarters pretown hotel Saturday night.
coin for postage and handling to
Horoscope Book Department, Sox ITS.
hotel kitchen estimated viously.
A
Old Chaise* Station, New York. N
At first the informal ground
10011, M•Allooning this newspaper
food has been prepared
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
for 1,400 persons. Scores of rule was that the newsmen
DP. and DATE Of BIRTH [tope sure
you pet the r.01 forecast for your
places at tables were unoccu- could not put on the record any
zodiac sign

comments, but this was relaxed
after an understanding that the
satire would not be misconstrued as serious criticism.
Humor was the dominant
theme throughout. Mark Russell, who entertains around the
naticn with political satire,
drew many laughs with stateoriented jokes, though some of
his more subtle natugnal witticisms seemed to flow over the
heads of many.
Lobbyists outnumbered legitlators, but as one Democratic
aide commented: "We have a

Russell, obviously briefed on
state politics, went rather easy
on Miller.
He recounted that someone at
a bar asked Miller if he'd like a
beer and Miller replied,"Only if
it's a draft." This was an
allusion to Miller's purported
ambition perhaps to be
Several legislators told a re- governor in 1975.
porter they had been given a
U. Gov. Julian Carroll, who
ticket by a lobbyist or friend.
definitely wants to be governor
Miller had defended the fund
and against the wishes of
raising concept and promised —
Miller — was absent from the
one of the "damndest" roastbanquet because of a schedule
ings in Kentucky political hisconflict.
tory.
thousand people here and (fewer) than 100 Democrats are
running in November."
The banquet sponsors mailed
ticket solicitations to e special
list et some 600 lobbyists, officials of businesses regulated by
the state and others.

”e5fsi.00i.A.• ARO ••PCP111.•050 111(0.11Tintp fik001.611.111 Of PepsiCo. we.

orie
sugar-free
'letPepth
,
t
,
IIS
Countin' calories? Don't count up...
count down to new Sugar-Free Diet
Pepsi-Cola. It's the lowest in calories of
the leading diet colas...only one lonely
calorie in 12 ounces! But when wetook
out the calories, we didn't take-oat-the
flavor.
This is the f,irst sugar-free cola
with enough flavor to wear the name
Pepsi. So if you're countin'
calories, count all the way down
to 1 with new Sugar-Free Diet
Pepsi!

It

41/

(.2."...smcanstemmozietsawavvearassisisommimet.-mk.wowecchrilissoitarmserurpreentsmshesommots•-mappriment-suosstev.ss

DIET PEPSI

For a limited time, Regular Diet
Pepsi with sugar and Sugar-Free
Diet Pepsi may be available in this
and neighboring areas. Please read
package labeling carefully.

BOTTLED BY THE PADUCAH BOTTLING CO , PADUCAH, KY. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsoCo , INC PURCHASE, le Y
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Sorghum Festival Sweetest Of All October 12-14
When summer starts to rust
away and early autumn brings
a special warmth to days and
,crispness to nights, it's almost
Sorghum Festival time in West
Liberty. Already Morgan
County farmers have begun
cutting green cane in the fields,
removing the heads for farm
feed and getting the old cane
mill ready for action.
In West Liberty the action will
be Oct. 12-14 when an ancient
cane mill will be set up on Main
Street. Mules will tread their
circle squeezing juice from the
stalks while evaporator pans
boil the juice into amber-gold
sweet syrup. A plentiful supply
of short cane pieces is ready so
visitors can take a piece and
dip it into the thick syrup to
taste the peculiar goodness of
mountain-Made molasses.
The Morgan County Sorghum
Festival began three years ago
to give county craftsmen an
outlet for their handiwork. The
festival continues to serve that
function but, it has become a
time for family reunions, visits
and good fellowship. Booths set
up on Main Street will hold
many, many arts and crafts
items, food, farm produce and
antiques. There will be no flea
market outlets, only quality
handicrafted items.
Mrs. James R. Perry, of West
Liberty is festival chairman.
"What started out three years
ago as a hometown event has
turned into an important and
highly popular happening,"
said Mrs. Perry. "It's hard
good
requiring
work
organization, but I don't know of
any event in the county that
involves as many of our people.
In years past women spent
winter months doing handiwork
and even the men, after their

vegetables," said Henry Sexton
of Blaze. Sexton has many old
time scrub brooms ready for the
festival and is presently cutting
his crop of broomcorn to make
regular three-tie sweepers. He
also is making split oak baskets,
doing the hand work with a
pocket knife. Most of the
baskets are neat gallon-size'"They'd hold two dozen eggs"but real charmers are his twobushel baskets.
Mrs. Minnie Johnson of Cow
of
dozens
has
Ftranch
homemade bonnets ready for
the festival and Mrs. Roy Tyler

day's work, sat by the fire and
whittled. The women gave their
lovely handmade quilts to their
children and grandchildren and
the men would give small
handcarved animals to little
ones in the family. This custom
will never die as long as there
are hill people and hills, and
the
through
fortunately
sorghum festival, many other
people will have an opportunity
to purchase some of these
crafts."
"I wouldn't put out shoddy
work to sell any more than I
would give a neighbor spoiled

As the days grow
shorter and the
nights grow crisper
Autumn is on its
way and sorghum
making time can't
be far
behind.
Morgan
County
farmers are cutting
cane
now
in
preparation for the
Sorghum Festival in West Liberty Oct. 12-14.
The annual event draws multitudes of visitors
to view handicrafted art items and to taste the
mountain goodness of molasses made the old
fashioned way.
I'M 5oRe THE? HAVE A 6UEST
...CHUCKS DAD i5 A
DAelfiEK ...BARBELS ARE

,. . . ,
kftp6 ,,„

aas a number of lace-trimmed
pillow cases and other linens.
Ora Blair of Long Branch is
making pocket knives for the
festival. He hand grinds steel
files into blades, uses brass
from old fire extinguishers for
the trim and choice walnut for
the handles. Mrs. Blair will sell
shuck beans and homemade lye
soap.
Other craftsmen, will sell
quilts, woven
blankets,
afghans,
handmade linens,
patchwork clothing, tatting by
the yard and laces. There will
be homemade furniture including mule back chairs,
walnut and maple stools and
rockers. A country store will
sell Indian corn, pumpkins,
gourds, calico and gingham,
hand-twisted tobacco and
canned foods.
Altogether there will be approximately 100 craftsmen
displaying,
and
selling
demonstrating
crafts
traditional to mountain -folk.
All Kentucky artists have an
open invitation to attend the
festival to exhibit and sell their
work. The art exhibit will be
held on the courthouse lawn and
all arts and crafts booths will be
set up on Main Street , as will
be the sorghum mill and a corn
mill to grind fresh cornmeal on
the spot.
Many musicians, singers and
other performers have been
enprovide
invited
to
tertainment throughout the
festival. A featured event will
be antique car show from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Oct. 13, on the Morgan
County High School athletic
field in West Liberty.
The antique cars will be part
of a festival parade with many
floats vying for prizes. The
parade starts at 1 p.m.

I DON'T THiNK
5TOP
ItOU KNOW AkUCH I CALUN6

ONCE ,
(OUg SCISSOS'S AND
41').* CAMP,ARE PALO FOR THE
REST 15 AU_ PROFIT !

ABOUT OAR1565

ti
et_

ME '51R'!

If1111;0

Vreetork

BLONDIE

601ALANSIFIED]

SISISt3t1S
Arts and crafts booths will be
open Friday and Saturday from
NOTICE
NOTICE
NOTICE
9 30 a.m. till 8 p.m. and from 12
noon till 5 p.m. Sunday.
Included on Friday's schedule 40W••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
is a Sorghum Bowl football
game between Morgan County
High's Blue Devils and East
m"'
Carter High, Grayson.
During halftime festivities of
the game a new Miss Morgan
County Sorghum Queen will be
named and crowned by last
year's queen, Miss Connie
Cottle of West Liberty.
A number of celebrities in the
entertainment field have been
(Providing No One Else Has Worked On Them)
invited to perform, and beauty
queens, from the area have
been asked to participate in the
parade. Television crews plan
to film documentaries of the
festival-and have sent advance notice that they intend to
partake of the bean pot. At last
year's festival County Extension Agent Douglas Howard
cooked beans in a giant iron
kettle on the courthouse lawn
and with each bowl served
cornbread and onions. He will
preside at the bean pot this
year.
Food booths will be located at
convenient places, so visitors
can enjoy old time beans, soup,
(Near The Kroger Store)
•
stack cake, homemade pies, •
••
,4-•••••••4...
wwm•-•••••••••••
bread, cookies and candy.
Carrie
B&C CONSTRUCTION work.
Shaver,
Mrs.
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE
diminutive little lady of the
Complete block basements,
mountains, will be back with
retaining
walls,
patios,
her hanks of sheep's wool and
sidewalks, etc. Ten years exher spinning wheel. "This is
perience. Free estimates. Phone
437-4734 or 437about my only chance to show
4765.
people today how we women
September26NC
had to make do in the old days."
West Liberty is located on
— RAIN or SHINE —
HELP WANTED
US. 460 in "The Bluegrass
County of the Mountains." It is
Complete stock and equipment of Demi!' Bawen's Grocery
easily accessible, being about a
Including building and lot No 44, unit 2 of Kentucky Lake
half hour's drive from the
Development Co. on Cypress Spring Road in southeast.
Motintain Parkway on the south V section of Calloway County, Kentucky.
and from Interstate 64 on the‘The equipment includes 2 cold drink boxes,
meat box,
Apply in Person
north
v scales, meat slicer, paper rack, refrigerator, cash
register,
candy case and counter, 2 adding machhies, 20' deep freeze,
A
cabinets and counter, shelving, metal racks, 2 minnow boxes
v
A and agitator, wire fencing and pipes. •
V
A
Equipment includes 1966 Chevrolet Pickup,6 cylinder; 1964
'Ford Dump, 2 ton truck, gravel bed, completely rebuilt; UN
S. 12th St
Lobo, the singer-composer +John Deere 20-10 series diesel engine, automatic transmission,
completely
rebuilt
back
hoe.
who skyrocketed to the top in
SEMI DRIVERS with three years
Track 2: Includes 4 lots No. 361-362-363-364 in section 2 of
1971 with his million-selling gold
experience to run 15 states. Must
Kentucky Lake Development Co.
record release entitled "Me
.
have 6 months experience on
Owner
reserves
the
right
to
reject
all
bids.
and You and a Dog Named
steel or machinery. Call Ace
Sale conducted by....
Boo," and the Goose Creek
Doran Hauling & Rigging
Symphony will appear in
Company,
Mayfield, Kentucky'
concert at Murray State
502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
University Thursday, Sept. 27.
October 18C
Sponsored by the student
activities board of the student
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now
Not responsible in case of accident
government, the program is
to December 1st. Weekly
Wayne Wilson and Charles Thompson, Auctioneers
scheduled at 8 p.m. in the
university fieldhouse. Tickets
•••••••••••••••44 paycheck, no collecting, no
delivery, no cash investment.
are $2.50 for Murray State
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy
students and $3.50 for general
Frick,527-7133.
October1C
admission.
Tickets may be purchased in
SALES CONSULTANT, married,
the lobby of the Waterfield
with sales experience. Salary
Student Union Building on the
campus, at Gatlin and Cohrs in
plus commission expected inWe are now accepting consignments for a construction
Paducah,or at the Music Center
come $250-$300 per week This is a
equipment auction to be held in Paducah, Ky in mid-October.
in Mayfield.
licensed sales position with exTrucks and construction equipment needed.
cellent future-Phone Paducah
Lobo, whose real name is
Consignments must be in by Sept. 29 for closing date on
443-4594.
Kent LaVoie, also recorded an
S26C
advertising.
album which included "I'd Love
You to Want Me," which
Call or Write:
MILL ROOM FOREMAN
emerged as the No. 1 record in
Opening for supervisor
the country. He had two other
with background in porhit ,singles, "She Couldn't Do
.celain enamel applications.
Magic" and "I'm the Only
Technical knowledge of frit
One."
mixtures, color comGoose Creek Symphony is a
Paducah, Ky.
binations, and gravity
six-member group of folk-rock
resolve a requirement. Will
and Bluegrass music-makers
444-6865 or 442-5855
oversee small three shift
whose best-known single is
Operation.
Excellent
probably "Oh Lord, Won't You
future, salary and benefits.
Buy Me a Mercedes Benz." The
Reply in person or send
group takes its name from a
resume to
personnel
place in southern Kentucky
manager.
where its organizer grew up.
Roper Corporation
100 Manufactures Road,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
37401.
An equal opportunity
September 21, 1973
employers.
A-swer to Yesterday's Puzzle
ADULTS..101
000
610
ME&
ACROSS
3 Container
'tWRSERY..3
ORUUDO OM
INVESTIGATORS
4 At Mat time
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
1 Priest's
WE NEED PART TIME MEN
DO MOM DOUG
5
kongilegged
vestment
with
and
cars
Kimbro
to inspect houses, talk
Ann
Judy
Mrs.
GOO BOOM OR
bird
4 At that place
to debtors collect Money, pick
ROMMORO ORM
Baby Boy, Route 5, Murray.
6 Spanish article
9 Edible seed
up credit cards, investigate.
12 Sign of 'dac
7 Communist
MOOR
PROCI
DISMISSALS
skip trace, etc No experience
13 Girl s name
Man's name
00 ORB ORO MO
nvcessary No selling. pleasant
14 Ordinance
Robert Lee Waters, Route 4,
9 Carpenter's
OM MOOR
MOM
work, good pay You can be our
15 More obese
tools
Murray, Mrs. Janice Parker
agent for flit area where you
17 Cave
Dine
10
19 Singing voice
live
For application & full
kllbritten, 824 North 19th,
CIDRICPSI
M
I
I
P
O
IOR
11 •Reverence
21 Transgress
details send your name, address
0000 000Q0 OM
Murray, Mrs. Cheryl Deeann
22 Festrve
16 River ducks
& phone number to TRAYCO,
24 130.
18 Penpornt
chapman, Carr Tr. Ct.,
P 0 Box 2177, Kansas City. Mo
26 Choicest
20 Quarrel
64112
Mayfield, Mrs. Peggy Lynn
29 Walks
25
22 Somber
38 Nee, of
54 Hurried
unsteadily
Futrell, Route 7, Murray,
23 Norse gods
--dinnenvare'
55 AMOK
31 Emerge
-HOUSE OF 1,loyd needs two
25 Noise
41 Meditate
Leonard Ray Barrow, Route 1, ,
56-Per:edge-time victoissus
.littryirsTv,oTrroawroklAgok..Alogralika.orairassarravrov.:- -441440.4",,,3eno+04-F-111Noromp.•vaimi•alonlisomfon,.. iir,ipingg.iiitilidig4.o..Mli 31:44i..rirea,...ta,
Trials .
45 Peaceful
-,59 Click beetle
34 Coniunction
demonstrate toys gifts and
Boyd, 1704 West Olive, Murray,
Sine in middle 47 Bisnopri
60 Vessels curved
35 Carpenter s
Christmas decorations, now
Etherton,
Emma
32 Scold
49 Squandilt
plan sgs
toot
Mrs. Elaine
37 Snort sleep
63 Cnr kinripa pont
through November. Only 3 days
36 Armed conflict 52 GaT Pen s
810 Bagwell, Murray, Hoy Lee
t. irsts
left to get in on this outstanding
7
I
2 3
g fie.% 9
..t. 4
Biggins, Route I, Murray, Mrs.
5 6
10 I I I
40 Special
:IX. ....
._.
4part„s.plan program. Earn $20.00
—ft
Ilt 13
labbr )
per evening, part time. No
la 14
Route 1, -Dexter, Mrs.
42 tonl; Panda,: 1111
delivery or collecting. Only 2
fist,
Bernice Pernecy McPherson,
44 Flash
openings. Phone 753-8291.
S27C
518 Broad, Murray, William
70 •••• 21
46 God nil ,oye
...•.
. :::.. 19
•
Bryan Valentine, Holiday Acres
48 Uncooked
21 23
SALESMAN; FULL time, part
• 24
25 ..•.% 26
27 28
50 War god
Route 1, Springfield, Tenn.,
time sales help needed. Call Mr.
Si Recent
19
‘Irs. Hattie Francis Elkins, 1613
.'. 31
3-1 ,. :• 33
.
53 Harry
Beard collect 901-396-9711 or
Hamilton, Murray, Mrs Hattie
55 Buy back
34
3
38
write 3120 Bellbrook, Memphis,
Scherffius, 502 South 13th,
58 Squanders
Tenn. 38116.
61 Exist
Wayne
40
S28P
Hubert
43 ... 44
45
Murray,
•
::,.
42
52 Experience
la."
Ferguson, Route 2, Puryear,
BOOKKEEPER;
64 Elmtirtied
FULL
particle
Tenn., Mrs. Ruby Myrtle
charge. One capable of runnirrg
65 Sailor
)
Ext.,
Wells
1707-B
...lacIllsort
PomPtele office. Double entr
X
nUrray;7R,e0r- Virg* -01Airrturegu,
r
yfófl tang, 'trial balance.
57 P, 58
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Alexander, Hardin, Mrs. Rosi
-- •
fPossible construction, but not'
'
DOWN
61
t.3
Lee McFarland, Hamlin, Joe
necessary. Send complete
1 Man's •
Sanders C4son (expired) Route
resume and salary expected tor•
leases.
V.
.•-•
2 Meadow
P.O. Box 998, Paris, Ten'I Murray
SiIT
ted esture Syndicate. Inv
nessee
October8C
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NOTICE —
• Bring your trOnsistor TVs 81!
•
Stereos to us for repair! •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
CURTIS-MATHES OFFERS THE FULL
•
• 4ONLY
YEAR PARTS WARRANTY ON THEIR TVs
• Special Sale on TVs and Stereos!!

: TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center

Phone 753-5865

—

Night Manager
Needed

:
:

•

:

•
•

•
•
•

Wilson & Thompson
Auction Service

Construction Equipment
Consignment Auction

THE PHANTOM
NO, PETE THAT'SY WE'RE
17nr CENTURY -HEADED
PRACTICALLY
FOR A LOST
CITY-- /META
NEw
BE TAu .4000
ION/1---'\
reeRs cav.
I.

40001 MON!

I'LL BET AT
LIKE TOGO
F040 THAT

SaitZ6LER5't7

etAce'

J. M.(Jake) Brown
Auction Co.

4.

BEATLE BAILEY
BEETLE IS
ORIGINAL
DO- ITsIOURSELFER

IF '10U WANT A
JOB DONE WIC-,F4T,
DO IT
YoUg6ELF./

"Die A Drrci4,'
/46.'
SAREG SA.
AND BE
SURE TO
DI& IT
RIGHT!

Happy Ad

ttie

Hospital Report

Phone 753-1916

Crossword Puzzle

6 15

NANCY

,
;N

•

ROLLO, THE RICH KID,
INVITED US TO A
FANCY TEA PARTY —
GO HOME AND GET
DRESSED FC),R
THE OCCASION

5E,,2C

ARE YOU
DRESSED
FOR A TEA
PARTY?

I'M
READY,
NANCY

eS,

ti• tr. 5,

-0-01,no 1,prNU TN..*•a.LIM-

YER IT'S A
T SHIRT

°F1°738 SPORN'

-

••••

LIU ABNER
DON'T MESS WITH
NO LADIES HER!! THAT'S
ALLOWED TARA MEDOFF,
THE LADY
WITHOUT
WRESTLER!!
ESCORTS-

HA!'

OUT WITH
ANOTHER
GIRL!!

I'm NOT OUT WITH

HER,SWEETIE- HE
!Sri- THE WAY
WE'RE TANGLED
UP, I HAD TO
COME,
ALONG!!

•

411W1
‘
.
4,0 AP

PLAVISCNV WATCH il:SWEETie!
-HEEPIWG
AVOID HITTIN'
MI DARLii.46
TH'PARTS TI-AAT'
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ELONGS TO ME!!
IGHTS!!
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Saturday, Sept. 29, 2:00 p.m.;

Lobo To Appear
In Concert, MSU

4,41
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Call
753-19 16
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sell It With A Classified Ad

Ca ll
753-19 16

••4k6I.
•
•

NOTICE

MUSIC

MUSIC

Another

SERVICES OFFERED

View

i•••••••••••••••

; 81
•

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

i

All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
lpdisplay, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
. m. the day before

tpublication.

X•••••••••••.••••••
HAZEL ANTIQUES
Main 51, Hazel. Kentucky
(502) .192 8222 after 4 00 P.M

DEPRESSION GLASS
By Appointment and Mail Order
Large inventory in over 75
Patterns and Colors, including
nony rare pieces
(Just nought 150 pcs PK Miss
America'
Buy now for Christmas! Lay
Away Plan
Pay'
now.
Mance in 10(lays Get it in time
for Christmas'

;!!

R

5865:
•
•••%

Mar-Lane
Ceramic
any item over '1.00

Dixieland -753-7575 - Murray
PIANO
TUNING-repair FOR RENT
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben FURNISHED OR unfurnished
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. two bedroom apartment, central
Phone 753-8911.
TFC heat and air, wall to wall carpet.
Available now. Phone 753PIANO, BAND Instrument, 4331.
October9C
violin, guitar and jazz lessons
Phone- Erwin or Pat Chandler
APARTMENT FOR older couple
753-1470.
September 29C
or single, 506 Pine Street or phone
753--3499.
S27NC
AUTOS FOR SALE
VOLKSWAGEN-1969, baby FURNISHED FOUR bedroom
blue, air conditioning, new tires house near University. Ideal for 4
and shocks. Clean. $1100.00. to 6 girls or boys. Phone 753-7575
S26C
Phone 437-4587. By Owner. S25C or 753-0669.
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ii three years
i states. Must
rperience on
ry. Call Ace
& Rigging
Kentucky
00 p.m.
October 18C

Big Sale
1119 N. Arcadia
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
17 copies of the Ledger & Times.
Please bring by the Ledger &
Times Office, 103 North 4th
Street,
TFNC

•

SPECIAL!! TUESDAY, Wednesday and Thursday, September
25, 26 and 27. $15.00 coldwave,
$12.50. The Hairdresser, 201
South 6th Street Phone 7533530.
S25C
WEIGHT WATCHERS: Are you
interested in having a weekly
morning class in the community
of Murray? If so, please call Pat
Zacheretti, 436-2103, and let her
know. It may be the best call you
ever made!
S29C

FORD FAIRLANE-1964. Low UNFURNISHED APARTmileage, $200.00. Phone 753-0930 MENT, one block from Middle
after 5:30 p.m.
S27NC school and hospital. One person
preferred. Phone 753-3687. S27C
CHEVROLET-1962 station 10' WIDE one bedroom mobile
wagon. Good hunting and home, private shady lot. $60.00
fishing car. Phone 753-6843 after per month. Phone 489-2595. S27C
4:30p.m.
OIC
TWO BEDROOM house, all
electric heat. Couples only.
month. 1618
CHEVROLET VAN-1973, V8 $70.00 per
standard transmission. In Calloway. Phone Paducah 44iS27P
warranty. Phone 753-0001 atter 0016.
5:00 p.m., or can be seen at 1854,.
gtd
Calloway, Apartment 4.
MOBILE HOME, 10'x36' two
bedrooms, all electric. Located
at Hale's Lock Shop, phone 753l'OR RENT
5980.
S27C
..

INSURANCE!! HOMEOWNERS, farmowners, mobile
homes, automobiles, low rates,
excellent claim service. See us
before you buy. Galloway Insurance & Realty, phone 7535842.
October25C
HAVING PROBLEMS with your
hearing or understanding. For
free hearing checkup and consultation. Call your Belton
consultant, 753-0832. Oetober3C

time, part
td. Call Mr.
196-9711 or
, Memphis,
S28P

FULL
of runnina
uble entry,
1 balance
in,' but not
complete
nepected to
TenOctober8C

BEEN REASSIGNED FROM RANK
.
0 LEAKS.'1
HOLDUPS 1

LOST & FOUND

HAVE YOUR own business now!
No financial risk. Great potential
working part time. Phone 753October 17C
1470.
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
service local accounts! Childrens
products featuring Sesame St. &
Disney items! Highly weekly &
monthly earnings possible! Inventory, materials & training
necessary. $3,300 cash required!
Call or write k i i Marketing

trifiiitga-tfO°

Dallas, Texas 75229. Call collect
Mr. Cook(214) 243-1981. October
1P
AUTOS FOR SALE
FORD-1966 nine passenger
station wagon Country Sedan.
One owner, good condition.
S27C
Phone 753-7480.
CAMARO-1967, black with red
interior. 327 automatic, power
--steering, mags, Phone 753-3336
S27C
after 5A.m.

JEEP-1946. Also 1963 Ford
sintion wagon..tX running,
but need work. Pone 436-2402
S27C
after 6:00 p.m.

LOST & FOUND

Smooth haired, medium large, cinnamon colored, 8 year
old Hungarian Vizsla. The dog answers to the name of
Frici. Lost in the North 8th St. area.
REWARD OFFERED
Please phone Dr. James C. Hart at 753-1234.

PEST CONTROL

RUMMAGE AND furniture sale
with several pieces of furniture
and lots of rummage. At Gospel
Singing Drive In,6 miles east of
Hardin, Ky., on Hwy, 80,
Thursday and Friday, 9:30WILL DO baby-sitting in my 5:00 and Saturday 9 home. Phone 474-2253.
525C
S27C

WILL KEEP small child, age
infant to two years old in my
home, Monday through Friday.
Phone 753-7694 or 753-2222. S25C

A BUSINESS without a sign is a
sign of no business. Hanna Sign
Company,753-8346.
TFC
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492TFC
8837.

FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
Superior Exterminating Comgravel. Phone 474pany,753-7266.
2713.
October29C
TFC
SERVICES OFFERED
CEMENT CONTRACTOR. Lee
Childress & Son, 753-6170. Patio,
garages, walks.etc.
September27P

20% off

WILL DO trash and brush
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
753-6130.
TFC

T.L. Asphalt Paving
-Driveways -Parking areas
Repairs
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Phone 247-7201 anytime
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC All work guaranteed, free

MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
all 1973 recreational vehicles.
Example: 27' Fifth Wheel
Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained $4,330. 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper,
Chevrolet chassis, self contained
$7,836. These are just two of the
many units that must go. No
trade ins at these low, low prices
Sale starts Friday September n.
HAY IN the field. Phone 753- Open 7 days a week through
S27C October.
4496.
Murphy's Camper Sales & SerFOR SALE New Waterbed and vice "Your complete RV
a set of Timbolies. For In- Headquarters" Hwy 62 east,
formation phone 489-2690.S27NC Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
365-5082.
October29C
28' GOOSENECK camping
trailer, fully self contained. UNUSED 1973 World Book EnAlso VI' slide in Man 0 War 'cyclopedia-10 per cent discount.
camper, both brand new. phone 753-7632 after 5:00 p.m.OIC
Priced when shown. See Otto
Chester, Lynn Grove, Ken- BEAR KODIAK hunter, bow, 52
tucky. Watch next week's paper pound pull, camouflage painted
for big estate auction in bow sight,$30,00. Phone 753S27P
Calloway County.
S27C 8255.
SPOTS before your eyes-on
your new carpet - remove
them with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
S27C

GARAGE SALE, 1504 Canterbury Drive, Wednesday,
September 26, 9:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. Clothing, small appliances, linens, handmade
Purses, lady's wig, ceiling light
fixtures and movie camera
Priced to sell.
1TC

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn- SALE-A-THON now going on at
your specifications. Call Larry Tucky Lake, Route I, Springville, your local Singer Sewing 1973 YAMAHA 175 Enduro, like
Lyles at 753-2310 for free Tennessee, will build complete Machine Dealer in the Belaire new. 500 miles. Expansion
WANT TO RENT furnished or estimate
TFC fireplaces, starting at only1 Shopping Center.
S27C chamber,21"front wheel, 2 new
unfurnished house in the country.
knobbies, super fender $500.00
4095.00. Selection of stones
prefer one in secluded area. FREE ESTIMATEon septic tank% v a ila ble . Satisfaction SALE-A-THON.
1100.00 free owed on it, take over payments.
Reasonable rent. Phone 753-0930 Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC guaranteed. phone 901-593S27P
fabric with purchase of the 753-7242.
S27NC
after 5:30 p.m.
3534.
TFC Golden Touch and Sew by
Singer with desk console of your OLD REFRIGERATOR in good
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
SINGLE MAN wants to rent also bank gravel, fill dirt and
FOR SALE
choice. Your local Singer running condition. Also Ashley
furnished apartment or house in topsoil Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Sewing Center, Belaire Shop- wood heater, like new. Phone
country or on lake. Phone 753- or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC BELTONE FACTORY fresh ping Center.
S27P
OIC 753-5513
S27P
3559after 6:00 p.m.
hearing aid batteries for all make
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. S26C SIOUX BUFFER,$60.00; Binks/PLYMOUTH FURY-1967
,
1 four door, good condition. Also
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
air regii,..tor, $40.00; Lud,.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1971 Honda 350 Scrambler, good
TFC CONCRETE STEPPING stones drums,take over '
Master 489-2504.
payments-,'
and concrete splash blocks. automatic and scope. $50.00; condition. Phone 753-8903. 01P
COUNTRY LOTS, extra large KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest Murray Lumber Company, 104
22 single shot with scope, $25.00;
Restricted, water. $3500 00 Control, phone 753-3914 100 South Maple Street.
S26C gun cabinet, $65.00; pro custom SEVEN 12 week old pigs. Phone
Phone Sam Harris 753S27C
13th Street, "Every day you
model 300 Remington rifle and 753-4016 after 5:00 p.m.
October 19C delay lets bugs have their
8361.
scope,
280
new,
caliber,
$165.00.
TFC 641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua Phone Jeff 753-7832or 753way"
BY OWNER: three bedroom
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy
I Montgomery Ward
7139.
01C
brick, two baths, central heat and
poddles, parakeets, fish and
1203 Chestnut
air, dishwasher. Trees. Phone JOHN'S REPAIR Service. supplies. Phone 753Sate, Wednesday ooly
to percent Cat all attucneo
16 after 5:00p.m.
S28C Plumbing-electrical-roofing and 1062.
October11C CORN PICKER-two row, New
Gems
Ideal. Phone 753-5186.
S26P
Often till 7 00 P M
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of 753-7625 nights.
TFC 1-2 ACRE lot, located in Aurora
Murray, for your new home or
or, mobile home. Phone 354-8161
mobile home. Call owner 753- ROY HARMON finish carpenter. after 7:00 p.m.
September 23C
0774.
023C Custom building and remodeling.
Houses trimmed-formica taps
1972 HONDA 350 Mapper. Will
SO' x 80' Metal Building on lot 80' x 169'. 12' x 20'
doors-Quality
and
workThREE BED!
446 with
sell at reasonable price. .&txoffice, I restroom finished, I unfinished. 3
manship. Phone 753
)
0790.
TFC
all extr
, take
cellent condition. Phone 753overhead doors, ample parking. Perfect for most
1218
nquire at
S20e
6759.
any buisness. Just a few feet from 4th Street.
Me
527P TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn,Murray.
Tucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Street being paved now. Possession 90 days.
1970 HONDA CB 750. Phone 753Tennessee will do Your stone
6629
after
S25P
6:00
p.m.
BY OWNER; two wooded lots, work. Large selections of stone.
Sharpe Street, beside park, near Phone 901-593-3534.
TFC
%%S.
center,”
HAMPSHIRE
schools, shopping
REGISIERED
university. Phone(606)549ELECTRIC HOME COMFORT,oil stove with
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign gilt and boars. Nice breeding HAAGSTORMM
October8C Company, 607 South 4th Street. stock. Two blAck Angus ( young) guitar, double cutaway thin 150 or 200 gallon oil barrels,2494,
Phone 753-8346.
Octoberl7C bulls, 500 to 600 lbs. Phone 753- hollow body with case, $65.00. thermostat control $150.00. Also
S25P Also 20 volume set encyclopedias 1971 four wheel drive jeep,
9390.
'MEE BEDROOM brick, two
of photography, $35.00. Phone commando, five new tires,
years old. Four acres with barn. FOR ALL your addi',ions3/
1
2 miles east of Murray. Phone remodeling, residential or BOY'S BICYCLE, 20", $15.00. 753-5307.
S26C completely carpeted, AM and FM
S25C
radio $2,495.00. Call 437-4227
S29P commercial. New or old. Free Phone 753-6863.
75341348.
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
EXCELLENT, efficient, before 9a.m. or after 6 p.m. S25C
KENIANA
SHORES-Large
ATTENTION FARMERS!! economical, Blue Lustre carpet,
UCK FOR sale, 1965 GMC, 14'
wooded lots for $25 down & $25 CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree Rhodes Feed Mill has received cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
per month-All untilities including pushing, fence row, stumps and another truck load of gates. $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five bed, and new tires also 8 ton
water-Lake access-All weather ditches,etc. Phone 753S29C wench with power take-off for
Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate Points.
GM truck. Call 753-5998 after 6
streets. Thone. 436-5320 or 436- Mr.
October I9C $20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate
SC
2473.
.
October 27C
0.7f5
t,. REDUCE SAFE & fast with p.m.
.50,,$112
cha
, 6inft kingalitnksgla3te
f
eflt9.40
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
link
SEAMLn
'Drag'Storer
strrizna,,
.
.L4WBgf'grAiffiriot' 'rotated' vi*V#0318 -treCks*S4NPerthRINPAIdliKtiliD4InIr gate,014,1211 eke*,-01118199M
S26C on enamel finish, guaranteed 30.
corner of Lynn Grove Highway jobs done? Free estimate. No job link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link South gh.
years. For free detailed estimate
link
35.in
and Johnny Robertson Road. to small. Phone 753October2AC $g1a7te
te COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby phone Atkins Gutter Service,
t.ftM. ee
cha
l
.50$
.1A
61.so
5°,6f16
Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430 d605.
percent hog supplement I pellet Sales, Highway 68. Benton. Murray,753-8407 or 753nights.
S27C
OctoberlOC
8992.
DOZER SERVICE D-6 cater- or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent Kentucky,
October1C
October hog supplement ( pellet or meal)
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
$13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each. MILLIONS OF rugs have been TANDEM AXLE car transport
TWO BEDROOM house, 1402 19C
41 per cent dairy concentrate cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's trailer, two ramps. 1967 Ford Sor
Storey Ave. Ideal for single
$8.25 cwt. Trarnisol cattle
America's finest Rent electric car transport; complete 24 foot
couple. Lots of shrubbery, and
flowers. On 100' x 180' lot. Phone CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. wormer boluses 65 cents each. shampooer $1 00 Big K. Belaire steel double level cattle and hog
S26tiC Rhodes Feed Mill will store your Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses Shopping ('enter.
S29C box Call Paris 643-6296 or Martin
753-7489,
S25C
587-2964
grain, any amount, shell corn or 55 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
382Kentucky.
Cuba,
in
convenience
your
for
corn,
brick
ear
USED
BY OWNER-two story
BICYCLE, 10 'speed, four CORN PICKER, New Ideal 309.
October 9c months old. Phone 753-0799. S25C
house with full size basement, making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed 2593.
Phone 498-8748, after 6:00
or
0brf9c
002593
iotnucky 382orma
, Ketn
Cuba,
inufba
three large bedrooms, two baths, Mill, C
S26P
p.m
MAILING MACHINE. Elliot BASS BOAT-16' Pro Astroglaas
living room, dining room and
•
..r•rDYtsbatie-iiikk iii#4•49c•
.ut ,11#148V191,0993-41.P. DUTSITILD11q07
tcheri. Hit range apartment
organization Mercury motor. New under Harry Shekel,753-2976.
'tb two bedr,00ms, kitchen PROFESSIONAL POODLE and bulletins' or
526P
living room, bath and utility Schnauzer clipping and grooming newsletters.. Will sacrifice, swung trailer, less than I hours
Contact
Gene McCutcheon at The on _rig syNrie 753-4936 from 7;00 CAMPER TOPPERfor Toyota or,'
Phone 753-2205 after 4:30 with a personal touch. By ap,-1153-K.1fr sr a.m. to 11:00 a m. or after I:id Datsun pickup. $75.08. Phone 436pin.for appointment. September pointrnent, Lyn Dunn, phone-VA-Ledger 81 Tinia.
S28NC p.m.
October2SC 753-1916.
S25P 2289.
4881.
S26P
38C
WANTED TO RENT

Call 753-4857 or 753-7244

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

gifts and
lions, now
Only 3 days
outstanding
.Earn $20.00
time. No
ng. Only 2
1291.
S27C

"I've

STAINS-GLAZES-CANDLES

By Ownor

portunIty

needs two

Tm. Not U. S.Pal OM -All nil.,r.orNoti
C 1173 b. UMeel

1970 PONTIAC
CATALINA

is having a

00. Work now
st. Weekly
Ilecting, no
investment.
pany, Nancy
OctoberIC
-4.

ME MEN
[Ouses.Jalk
loney, plc*
nyestroate,
experience
3, pleasant
can be our
*here you
in II full
le. address
TRAY CO.
s City. Mo

9-25
43ife9

the wiid

St.

DRS

111

'Wild Raspberry
N.

nager
led

ation
Road.
Tenn.
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CHEVROLET-1973 pickup, ONE BEDROOM furnished
white with 36" topper, long wheel apartment, all electric, heat and
base. Phone 753-0343.
S27C air conditioned. Close to
university Phone 753-4478 or 753BISCAYNE-1964, V8, 6199.
S27C
WANT TO BUY
automatic, four door sedan, solid
Arcadia
1119
throughout. $400.00 firm. Phone
THREE BEDROOM house with WANT TO BUY 1 to 1 acres
S27P
RECLEVE FREE service or 436-5361 after 6:00 p.m.
bath, and garage on Highway 121 around Murray, with or without
inspection on any type of vacuum
water and sewerage Phone 753near Coldwater. Phone 489by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
S25P 9391 or 753-7882.
=8.
S27C
OA
Byer at your local Kirby Vacuum
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, WANT TO BUY timothy hay. Call
OctoberlOC
day or night.
S25C
furnished, private entrance, air 767-6105.
conditioned, refrigerator.
EXCEPTIONAL
Zimmerman Apartments, South WANT TO BUY two used
CON DMON
S25C refrigerators, in good conditon.
16th Phone 753-6609.
Two door hardtop, vinyl
Phone 753-3143.
S27C
roof, all power, air conTWO BEDROOM house, 104
ditioned, low mileage, new
BUY good used
sraerrt
North 9th Street. Contact WANT TO
tires. One ow er car.
Hardin Williams, at 236 Locust, couch for trailer. Phone 489Phone 753-5924 or 753-1681.
2118.
S27C
Minonk, Illinois 61760.
S27C

ED

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Finish Ceramics Made To Order •
R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality•
work guaranteed. Business and
104 No. 13th
Phone 753-0373 ••
residential. Free estimates. ••
Phone day or night Mayfield 247ro•••••••••••••••••••0
7201.
TFC
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Electric Complete pump repair
service. Let us check your old
pump for you before you buy a
new one. 24 hour emergency
service. Phone 7535543.
September 26C

•
•

J6B MUSIC CENTER

1/4 off
at the . . .

)tember26NC

RF-MAN
pervisor
in porlications.
Ige of frit
or corngravity
'lent. Will
ree shift
xcellent
benefits
or send
ersonnel

-Accordion
-Guitar
-Trumpet

tk$040414EL-KWAtkiA

TION work
basements,
5,
patios,
n years exnotes Phone

NT, married,
mce. Salary
expected -inwk. This is a
.ion with exne Paducah
S26C

MUSIC LESSONS
-Drums
-Banjo
-Band

••••••••••••••••••••••
•
ESTES CERAMICSSWei
•
•
•
ARTS
•
•
•
• Large Group of GREENWARE

B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
basements, foundations, patios,
sidewalks, driveways, retaining
walls, etc. Septic tank installations, 437-4734 or 4374765.
October23C

Back to School Specials .. . .

-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP

Formal Wear.Headquarters
OVER 600 IN STOCK

No Waiting

Tuxedo Rental
by

gifter
THE
ihmu
COLLEGE SHOP
(Across from MSU Library)
214 No. 15th Street
Phone 753-3242

?At:F. TEN

THE LEDGER & TIMES -- Sit RRAY, KENTUCKY

California Gas Dealers
Return To Pumps Today
"Not that we will call it,"
Huernmrich added. "We won't
have to call it for the simple
reason dealers are closing
down one by one because they
can't continue in business."
A leader of the protest shutdown in California took a more
hopeful view of Nixon's action
Monday.
"Beautiful, beautiful," said
Bob Moore, executive secretary
of the California Service Station
Dealers Association. "This is
the guy we were trying to
reach."
The California State Automobile Association estimated 75 to
85 per cent of Northern California gas stations were closed
Monday, the final day of the
three-day protest.
Most Indiana service station
closings were in the Indianapolis area, where a Hoosier Motor Club survey reported 392 of the city's 498 stations
shut down Monday.
Indiana Gov. Otis R. Bowen
said he sympathized with the
dealers. "They have to resort
to some measure to draw attention to their plight."
Richard F. Mesrer, president
of the Greater Indianapolis
Gasoline Dealers Association,
said the shutdown would continue at least through Friday unless the Cost of Living Council
acted before then.
About 100 Mobil and Shell
dealers in Syracuse, N.Y.,
closed Monday to protest a one
cent a gallon price hike by the
oil companies.
Methodist Youth Group
In Maryland, a spokesman
To Hold Meet At Goshen for the Maryland Independent
Retail Service Station AssociThe United Methodist Youth ation said a protest shutdown
Fellowship will have its sub- affected about 60 per cent of
district meeting on Thursday, dealers in the Baltimore and
September 27, at the Goshen Eastern Shore areas.
United Methodist Church at
An impromptu shutdown in
Stella on Highway 121, the Washington, D.C., area in; Mayfield Road).
volved less than half the gas
The meeting will start at stations in Maryland suburbs,
seven p.m but the council will only a few in the district and
meet earlier at 6:30 p.m. The virtually none in suburban Virpublic is invited to attend.
ginia.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Disgruntled gasoline dealers
in California returned to their
pumps today while some Indiana service station operators
continued a shutdown to protest
Phase 4 price controls.
President Nixon on Monday
ordered a hike in retail gasoline prices expedited, but an official of the National Congress
of Petroleum Retailers warned
that a "national closedown"
might develop if the controls on
gasoline were not lifted completely.
John Huemmrich, executive
director of the gas dealers
group, said: "Just giving a
crumb is not going to satisfy
us. We'd like to have a piece of
bread."
He commented after the
White House announced that
the President had ordered Cost
of Living Council Director John
T. Dunlop to expedite action on
a retail price increase and "get
a decision out this week."
But Huernmrich asserted: "If
the council decides to give us
one cent a gallon) or two cents
even ... they're nct giving us a
darn thing. The oil companies
have already taken that from
us last month by increases they
passed on to us."
He said that, unless dealers
are able to pass on to customers all increases in wholesale
gasoline prices, "we will be
faced, I'm almost certain, with
a national closedown."
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Talmadge Says Hunt Sentence 'A
Strange Commentary On Justice'

ARTIFACTS SHOWN here are featured in the exhibit from the Palestine Institute Museum, Pacific
School of Religion, Berkeley, California, which are on display this week at the First Christian
Church, Murray. Persons may see the exhibit from nine a.m. to four p.m. through Friday, September
28. Shown, in the upper left, is a water jug made in 1.000 B.C., in front, cup found in the city of Mizpah, and a pot over five thousand years old, and in the back a bowl made prior to the destruction'of
Jeruseum Many other artifacts are in the exhibit and the church invites the public to
see the
exhibit.

Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Services
For Mrs. Weaks
Being Held Today

Chad Wayne Hutson Brother Of Bobby
Dies On Saturday
McDowell Dies
Chad Wayne Hutson, three
day old son of Mr. and Mrs. At Madisonville

WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
Democratic senator said today
it is "a strange commentary on
justice" that Watergate conspirator E. Howard Hunt faces
30 years in prison while the
people who planned and organized the Watergate spy operation remain free.
Sen. Herman Talmadge, DGa., made the observation as
Hunt began his second day on
the witness stand at the Senate's televised Watergate hearings.
He said Hunt was "relatively
low on the totem pole" in the
political espionage operation of
the 1972 Nixon re-election campaign. Talmadge asked Hunt
whether his imprisonment,
while others remain at liberty,
struck him as a strange commentary on justice.
"Yes, sir," Hunt replied
"... It does me also," Talmadge said.
Hunt may have Wen'
involved
in more shadowy actarities than
questioning before the panel so
far has indicated, according to
Senate sources.
"We have reason to believe,"
one Senate investigator said,
"that Hunt was involved in
more than just the ELlsberg
burglary and Watergate. That's
not to say he will admit it."
Sources said the committee
has evidence linking Hunt to a
break-in at the Chilean Embassy here on May 13. 1972, two
weeks before the first surreptitious entry into Democratic
headquarters at the Watergate.
The embassy's political files

were rifled, but nothing was reported stolen, and no one has
ever been arrested in the incident.
In another Watergate development Monday, President Nixon's lawyers asked Chief U.S.
District Judge John J. Sirica to
throw out the Senate panel's
suit seeking tapes of the President's conversations with Watergate figures.oThe White
House said the court has no jurisdiction in the case.
And the committee's hearings
schedule was thrown into confusion when it was reported
that former White House undercover agent John J. Caulfield,
set to follow Hunt to the witness table, was hospitalized
with ulcers.
On Monday, in his first public
appearance since being imprisoned for his part in the Watergate scheme, Hunt readily admitted his role in that oft-related conspiracy.
Hunt's testimony added a
new — but inconclusive —

Boyle Listed In
Critical Condition
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former United Mine Workers
President W. A. "Tony" Boyle
was in a coma today and listed
in critical condition at a Washington hospital after suffering a
possible stroke.
Boyle, who faced murder
charges in the 1969 New Year's
Eve slaying of union insurgent
Joseph A. "Jock" Yablonski,
his wife and daughter, had not
gamed consciousiess since
being admitted to the hospital
and was reported to be -extremely unstable."
At 8:30 a.m. EDT a hostpital
spokesman said Boyle was "in
a very, very critical condition."

piece to the puzzle of who was
behind the Watergate break-in.
He said former special presidential counsel Charles W. Colson, Hunt's mentor at the White
House, knew months before
Watergate that a broad intelligence-gathering plan was in
the works.
But Hunt swore he didn't
know whether Colson was
aware the plan included breaking and entering.
Colson has publicly denied
prior knowledge of the break-in
but invoked his Fifth Amendment rights in refusing to answer questions under oath before the Senate committee.
Hunt also admitted his part
in the burglary of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office in
an unsuccessful attempt to obtain the records of the man
who leaked the Pentagon Papers. Colson got Hunt hired as
a $100-a-day consultant at the
White House to work on the
Pentagon Papers case in July
1971.
In a memorandum to Colson
three weeks after he was hired,
Hunt said his objective was to
"destroy (Ellsberg's) public
image and credibility."
The retired CIA agent with
more than 20 years in clandestine service told the committee
he had planned other espionage
operations that never materialized.
One was a cooperative venture with an agent of recluse
billionaire Howard R. Hughes
to break into a Las Vegas
newspaperman's safe. Hunt
said he had information the
safe contained material that
would destroy the presidential
candidacy of Democratic Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, 1)-Maine,
and the Hughes man wanted
some files on his boss.
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